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Economic Uncertainty, Sovereign Risk,
and Financial Fragilities

A. What Is the Outlook for Global Financial
Stability?
Despite the ongoing economic recovery, the global financial system remains in a period of significant uncertainty.
The baseline scenario is for balance sheets to strengthen
gradually as the economy recovers, and as further progress
is made in addressing legacy problems in key banking
systems. However, substantial downside risks remain.
Mature market governments face the difficult challenge of
managing a smooth transition to self-sustaining growth,
while stabilizing debt burdens under low and uncertain
economic prospects. Without further bolstering of balance
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sheets, banking systems remain susceptible to funding
shocks that could intensify deleveraging pressures and
place a further drag on public finances and the recovery.
Emerging market economies have proven resilient to
recent turbulence, but are vulnerable to a slowdown in
mature markets and face risks in managing sizable and
potentially volatile capital inflows. Policy actions need to
be intensified to contain risks in advanced and emerging economies, address sovereign debt burdens, tackle the
legacy challenges of the crisis for the banking system, and
put in place a new regulatory and institutional landscape
to ensure financial stability.
Overall progress toward global financial stability has
suffered a setback since the April 2010 Global Financial Stability Report (GFSR), as illustrated in our global
financial stability map (Figure 1.1) and the associated
assessment of risks and conditions (Figure 1.2). The
turmoil in sovereign debt markets in Europe highlighted
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Figure 1.3. Markets Heat Map
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Note: The heat map measures both the level and one-month volatility of the spreads, prices, and total returns of each asset class
relative to the average during 2003–06 (i.e., wider spreads, lower prices and total returns, and higher volatility). The deviation is expressed
in terms of standard deviations. Light green signifies a standard deviation under 1, yellow signifies 1 to 4 standard deviations, orange
signifies 4 to 9 standard deviations, and red signifies greater than 9. MBS = mortgage-backed security; RMBS = residential
mortgage-backed security.

increased vulnerabilities of bank and sovereign balance
sheets arising from the crisis. The forceful response by
European policymakers helped to stabilize funding
markets and reduce tail risks. The additional transparency
provided by the disclosure of European bank stress test
results also reduced uncertainty over sovereign exposures,
and provided relief for bank and sovereign funding markets. However, the outlook is still subject to considerable
downside risks, and tail risks remain elevated.
Macroeconomic risks have increased, as heightened
market pressures for fiscal consolidation have complicated the challenge of managing a smooth transition to
self-sustaining growth. The recovery has begun to lose
steam, after better-than-expected growth in early 2010.
Consumer confidence and other leading indicators have
started to level off, reflecting rising uncertainty about the
next phase of the recovery. Section B examines the many
sovereign risk vectors that could undermine financial
stability, as well as the difficult challenge that many governments of advanced economies face in stabilizing debt
burdens under low and uncertain growth prospects.
The improvement in overall credit risks experienced in
the last year has paused. The recovery has strengthened
corporate balance sheets and stabilized some indicators
of household leverage. However, against the backdrop of
heightened economic uncertainty, continuing deleverag-

ing, and sovereign spillovers, core banking systems remain
vulnerable to confidence shocks and are heavily reliant on
government support. Risks remain in the euro area from
the negative interactions between sovereign and banking
risks. Challenges also remain for banking systems in the
United States and Japan. Uncertainties surrounding the
U.S. housing market and the risks of a “double dip” in
real estate markets remain high. Overall, bank balance
sheets need to be further bolstered to ensure financial
stability against funding shocks and to prevent adverse
feedback loops with the real economy.
The forceful policy response in Europe helped to
reverse the sharp rise in market and liquidity risks experienced in April and May, leaving them broadly unchanged
from the April 2010 GFSR (Figure 1.3). However, downside risks remain elevated, given the sizable refunding
needs in the banking sector. Indeed, general levels of risk
appetite have declined, with financial sector equities and
credit experiencing the largest sell-offs during the crisis
on concerns about exposures to sovereign debt. Monetary
and financial conditions have also tightened as a result
of these strains and because of initial steps by central
banks to start unwinding support measures introduced in
response to the global credit crisis.
Emerging market risks have nevertheless declined.
Spillovers from the sovereign debt turmoil in Europe
International Monetary Fund | October 2010
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remain fairly limited outside some emerging European
countries with stronger linkages with the euro area.
Nevertheless, emerging markets face the challenge
of managing large and possibly volatile capital flows.
Their higher growth prospects and sounder fundamentals point to a structural asset reallocation from
advanced countries (Section D).
In sum, although the financial situation has
improved after the turmoil in European sovereign
debt markets, substantial market uncertainties persist
and tail risks are elevated, with markets still expecting
volatility to remain high (Figure 1.4). Policy actions
are needed to contain low-probability but highimpact events by adequately addressing sovereign
risks, tackling legacy problems in the banking system,
and providing greater clarity on the new financial
regulatory landscape.

B. Sovereign Risks and Financial Fragilities
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Coordinated support programs and the announcement of
ambitious fiscal reforms in countries facing the greatest sovereign funding difficulties have helped contain
the turmoil in the euro area after its rapid escalation in
April-May. Nevertheless, sovereign risks remain elevated
as markets continue to focus on high public debt burdens,
unfavorable growth dynamics, increased rollover risks,
and linkages to the banking system. As policymakers continue the difficult process of improving fiscal sustainability, they must also attenuate the channels of transmission
from the sovereign to the financial system. This will help
reduce the risk that sovereign debt concerns compromise
financial stability.
The financial turmoil that engulfed parts of the euro
area in April-May provided a stark reminder of the
close linkages between sovereign risk and the financial system, as well as the potential for cross-border
spillovers (Figure 1.5). Spreads on sovereigns perceived
to face greater fiscal and growth challenges rose rapidly
in the wake of Greece’s funding difficulties. Similarly,
markets began to differentiate more among sovereigns
within the euro area and among banks with the greatest exposures to those economies.
In the countries perceived as most vulnerable by
markets, an adverse feedback loop developed, with
widening sovereign spreads raising concerns about
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bank exposures. In turn, this drove up counterparty
risk and led to higher funding costs, at times in an
indiscriminate manner (Figure 1.6). Interbank markets
also began differentiating between types of euro
government collateral and the borrowing institution’s
country of origin. With each cycle, the affected sovereign’s ability to backstop the financial system came
into further doubt, as rising funding costs raised the
magnitude and likelihood of bank interventions.
Many advanced economies have since announced
plans to shore up their public sector balance sheets.
Although in around one-half of advanced economies
overall deficits are now projected to narrow in 2010,
in many major economies deficits will be larger than
last year. While the average deficit for advanced
economies is projected to fall from 9 percent of GDP
in 2009 to 8¼ percent of GDP in 2010, this is mostly
due to lower financial sector support in the United
States. Excluding this, the average deficit widened,
slightly.1 In 2011, fiscal exit will start in earnest, with
consolidation efforts to be the main factor in reducing
projected overall deficits by an additional 1¼ percent
of GDP in advanced economies. Countries facing
pressures in their sovereign debt markets are appropriately frontloading their consolidation efforts and are
embarking on ambitious reductions in their deficits.
However most other advanced economies still need
to specify and enact policy measures that would allow
them to achieve their medium-term targets.
Fiscal risks remain high, particularly in advanced
economies, and significant structural weaknesses
remain in sovereign balance sheets, which could spill
over to the financial system, and more broadly have
adverse consequences for growth over the medium
term. Public debt is still rising in advanced economies,
and considerably more needs to be done to ensure
sustainability. Table 1.1 presents five categories of sovereign vulnerability indicators. These show that many
advanced economies have significant weaknesses in one
or more dimensions, exposing their economies and
financial systems to heightened downside risks from
overburdened public sector balance sheets.
Long-term solvency risks arising from high public
sector indebtedness have the potential to crystallize
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1See the November 2010 edition of the IMF’s Fiscal Monitor
for further discussion (IMF, forthcoming).
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Table 1.1. Sovereign Market and Vulnerability Indicators
(Percent of 2010 projected GDP, unless otherwise indicated)

Financing
Needs

Fiscal and Debt
Gross
General
Government
Debt2
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Korea
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom
United States

21.9
70.0
100.2
81.7
40.1
44.2
50.0
84.2
75.3
130.2
93.6
118.4
225.9
32.1
66.0
31.0
54.3
83.1
41.8
34.5
63.5
41.7
76.7
92.7

Fundamentals1

Net
General
Government
Debt3
  5.4
59.9
91.4
32.2
n.a.
  0.3
–40.7
74.5
58.7
109.5
55.2
99.0
120.7
n.a.
45.8
  3.2
–152.3
78.9
n.a.
n.a.
54.1
–12.7
68.8
65.8

Primary
Balance
–4.3
–2.9
–0.9
–4.5
–3.9
–4.3
–4.7
–5.8
–2.2
–2.2
–15.0
–0.8
–8.2
  2.8
–4.2
n.a.
  8.6
–4.1
–6.8
–4.5
–7.5
–3.2
–7.6
–9.5

Percent of
2010 GDP

Percent of
depository
institutions’
consolidated
assets

BIS
Reporting
Banks’
Consolidated
International
Claims on
Public Sector7

Sovereign
Credit
Rating/
Outlook
(notches
above
speculative
grade /
outlook) (as
of 9/22/10)8

2.2
15.7
21.3
18.4
15.2
15.1
5.2
19.1
21.5
20.6
14.8
32.0
74.7
6.9
12.7
5.8
n.a.
15.8
20.6
9.9
22.2
6.7
6.2
7.9

1.2
4.3
6.2
9.8
13.0
3.3
1.9
4.5
7.1
9.0
1.4
12.5
23.7
4.8
3.3
3.1
n.a.
4.9
23.6
6.4
6.7
2.2
1.3
5.4

2.6
13.7
19.6
3.5
4.4
7.0
9.4
9.6
10.4
29.9
11.7
17.7
1.3
4.2
8.2
2.8
7.0
23.1
5.8
6.8
7.9
4.9
2.8
3.0

9/Stable
10/Stable
9/Stable
10/Stable
5/Stable
10/Stable
10/Stable
10/Stable
10/Stable
0/Negative
7/Negative
7/Stable
8/Negative
5/Stable
10/Stable
9/Negative
10/Stable
5/Negative
6/Stable
8/Stable
9/Negative
10/Stable
10/Negative
10/Stable

Banking System Linkages

Gross Central
Government
Debt
Maturing
Plus Fiscal
balance
(2010:Q4–
2011)4

General
Government
Debt Held
Abroad5

4.5
9.2
23.5
16.2
14.5
12.9
11.3
21.5
13.8
24.6
17.3
24.6
59.1
1.7
17.5
11.7
–2.5
20.7
13.8
6.7
19.0
6.4
15.7
27.2

7.2
57.9
60.3
14.0
10.1
16.9
39.8
51.4
37.8
94.2
54.9
55.5
11.5
3.3
44.0
13.0
19.9
59.9
12.8
24.2
31.1
17.5
18.5
26.7

External
Funding

Domestic Depository
Institutions’ Claims on
General Government6

Sources: Bank for International Settlements (BIS); Bloomberg, L.P.; IMF: International Financial Statistics, Monetary and Financial Statistics, and World Economic Outlook databases; BIS-IMF-OECD-World Bank Joint External Debt Hub; and IMF staff estimates.
Note: Based on projections for 2010 from the October 2010 World Economic Outlook (WEO). See Box A1 in the WEO for a summary of the policy assumptions.
1Percent of projected 2010 fiscal year GDP. Data for Korea are for the central government.
2Gross general government debt consists of all liabilities that require future payment of interest and/or principal by the debtor to the creditor. This includes debt
liabilities in the form of Special Drawing Rights (SDRs), currency and deposits, debt securities, loans, insurance, pensions and standardized guarantee schemes, and
other accounts payable.
3Net general government debt is calculated as gross debt minus financial assets corresponding to debt instruments. These financial assets are monetary gold and
SDRs, currency and deposits, debt securities, loans, insurance, pension, and standardized guarantee schemes, and other accounts receivable.
4Central government debt maturing from October 2010 to December 2011 as a proportion of projected 2011 GDP plus projected general government fiscal deficit
for FY2011.
5Most recent data for externally held general government debt (from Joint External Debt Hub) divided by 2010 projected GDP. New Zealand data from Reserve Bank
of New Zealand.
6Includes all claims of depository institutions (excluding the central bank) on general government. U.K. figures are for claims on the public sector. Data are for second
quarter 2010 or latest available.
7BIS reporting banks’ international claims on the public sector on an immediate borrower basis for first quarter 2010, as a percentage of projected 2010 GDP.
8Based on average of long–term foreign currency debt ratings of Fitch, Moody’s, and Standard & Poor’s, rounded down. Outlook is based on the most negative of the
three agencies.
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into sovereign funding difficulties over the shorter
term as a result of high debt rollovers and primary
deficits, measured by the gross government funding
ratio. As sovereign risk is repriced higher in both cash
bond yield spreads and credit default swaps (CDS), an
economy with large funding requirements may either
lose primary market access or face sharply higher
interest rates. In such situations, the composition of
the bond buyer base can either help avert or exacerbate
funding difficulties. Too heavy a reliance on foreign
bond investors or any other narrow investor base
introduces greater funding uncertainty, while welldiversified buyers imply more demand stability due to
investors’ varying risk tolerances and horizons. In the
event of a disruption in government bond markets,
bank holdings (both domestic and cross-border) of
sovereign debt can quickly propagate one economy’s
stresses to the entire region. Cross-border spillovers
have taken various forms, from increased correlation
of risk premia to herd-like behavior by investors, but
the most destabilizing have been the spillovers that disrupted bank funding sources. The continued intervention of the European Central Bank (ECB) and other
central banks has been crucial in ameliorating this
form of spillover during the current difficulties.

Governments’ efforts to credibly address fiscal
sustainability concerns are made more difficult by
significant uncertainty about growth prospects.
In responding to the global financial crisis, governments used their fiscal resources and balance sheets
to support aggregate demand and strengthen private
balance sheets, particularly for financial institutions.
This helped prevent a deep recession, but at the cost of
an expansion in public balance sheets.2 Governments
now face the challenge of dealing with the resulting
higher debt burdens amid uncertain growth prospects,
with even less fiscal room. Thus, many advanced
economies must negotiate a delicate balance between
fiscal consolidation to reduce debt and rollover risks,
on the one hand, while ensuring sufficient growth
to avoid adverse debt dynamics and unsustainable

2 See

the May 2010 edition of the IMF’s Fiscal Monitor for
further details on the share of the increase in debt from the crisis
that is attributable to revenue losses, expenditures, and financial
sector interventions (IMF, 2010b).
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debt burdens, on the other.3 At the same time there
is continued uncertainty about prospective economic
growth, with the risk of abrupt setbacks that could
undermine fiscal sustainability and financial stability.
This sensitivity to growth is illustrated with a simple
scenario. A moderate though protracted growth shock
of 1 percent less than the World Economic Outlook
(WEO) baseline between 2010 and 2015 could have a
significant impact on advanced economy debt-to-GDP
ratios.4 Figure 1.7 shows that countries with high precrisis debt loads tend to be more affected by an adverse
growth shock—Japan ranks as most exposed. But
another factor is the sensitivity of the fiscal balance to
growth, which tends to be higher in those economies
with larger automatic fiscal stabilizers. Public debt
burdens are more relevant for southern Europe and
Japan, whereas automatic stabilizers are important for
northern Europe. Greece and Italy feature both a high
level of debt and large automatic stabilizers, presenting
higher fiscal risks. Belgium and the Netherlands are
also vulnerable because their fiscal balances are more
sensitive to a deterioration in economic growth.
If policymakers fall short in their commitments
to fiscal consolidation, or if the latter is not pursued
in a growth-friendly manner or not accompanied by
the needed structural reforms to generate sufficient
growth, the vulnerabilities flagged in Table 1.1 will
become more acute. As demonstrated during the
recent turmoil, a rapid surge in sovereign risk premia
can jeopardize primary market access and create
destabilizing funding pressures for the banking sector,
increasing the likelihood of an adverse spiral involving the real economy.

High public debt rollover hurdles can telescope
medium-term debt sustainability concerns into funding
difficulties in the short term.
Many advanced economies face high public
debt funding needs, as primary balances remain
in deficit and shorter-term debt issued during the
financial crisis matures over the next year and a half

3As

discussed in Chapter 3 of the October 2010 WEO, each
percentage point of fiscal consolidation typically reduces GDP
growth by half a percentage point after two years (IMF, 2010e).
4See Annex 1.1 and IMF (forthcoming) for an analysis of
fiscal risks.
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(Figure 1.8).5 However, as markets have increasingly
focused on sovereign risks, the potential adverse
consequences of an auction failure have increased.
As a result, the combination of concentrated debt
rollovers in countries with existing debt sustainability
concerns and an undiversified investor base (either
by residence or institution) has emerged as a key
concern for many sovereign debt managers.
To complicate matters for some euro area economies, early indications of a strategic asset reallocation—a shift out of European government bonds that
came under most market pressure and into the main
government bond markets—have exacerbated rollover
risks despite ECB and European Union (EU) policy
support. Since the introduction of the euro, government bond investors typically have viewed euro area
government paper as essentially risk-free from a sovereign credit perspective, with liquidity and marginal
ratings divergences as the drivers in spreads. The reassessment of this paradigm could prompt a structural
decline in demand for bonds issued by advanced
economies with high-risk characteristics. This shift in
the investor base for European government bonds will
likely be measured in quarters if not years (Figure 1.9).
Furthermore, investors with strict ratings guidelines in
their portfolio mandates (notably central bank reserve
managers) may also be less inclined to maintain their
current allocation to sovereigns where credit spreads
imply deteriorating credit rating prospects.6
Portfolio managers continue to be concerned about
Greek debt, despite strong performance to date under
its fiscal adjustment program and confirmed support
from international partners. This concern weighs on
market pricing of sovereign risk for a number of other
countries and keeps spillover threats elevated.

Despite a large structural deficit and high government
debt levels, a near-term dysfunction in the Japanese
government bond market remains unlikely. Nevertheless,
that bond market has several features—including a
relatively short debt profile, high financing needs, a
buyer base dominated by domestic banks—that could

5Based on an analysis in the November 2010 Fiscal Monitor
(IMF, forthcoming).
6See Chapter 3 for a discussion of the role of sovereign credit
ratings and their impact on financial stability.
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allow a small risk of distress to transmit through the
banking system, and accelerate medium-term fiscal
solvency issues into near-term funding challenges.

Euro area sovereign debt strains have spilled over
to central and eastern Europe (CEE) and the
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) but have
had a limited impact on other regions.
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The Japanese government bond market continues
to be supported by a stable investor base resulting from high private savings, the small presence
of foreign investors, home bias, a current account
surplus, and the lack of alternative yen-denominated
assets. However, these factors supporting Japanese
government bonds are also expected to erode over the
medium term.7 In the aftermath of the turmoil in the
euro area, both local and foreign investors may also
reexamine Japan’s fiscal position with a more critical
eye. Achieving the government’s recently announced
fiscal targets and medium-term real growth objective
of 2 percent (3 percent nominal) will thus be key to
stabilizing debt dynamics and preventing downside
risks from emerging and threatening financial stability.
While still small, the potential for near-term
sovereign funding challenges has increased as the linkages between the Japanese government bond market
and domestic banks have risen in the past two years.
Japanese banks’ holdings of government securities as a
proportion of their assets have gone up to an all-time
high, leading to higher interest-rate risk. At the same
time, banks have become the dominant buyers of
government securities, which could pose a potential
financial stability risk if there were a sudden shock to
government bond yields (Box 1.1).
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While most CEE and CIS sovereigns have been
adversely affected by the euro area difficulties because
of their high dependence on exports to the euro area
(Figure 1.10), the greatest impact has been on those
countries with preexisting sovereign credit concerns.
For example, sovereign CDS spreads of those CEE
and CIS countries with higher market-implied default
risk have closely followed euro area spread widening
(Figure 1.11). Currencies in these regions have also
7See

Tokuoka (2010) for a detailed discussion of the factors
supporting Japanese government bond market stability and the
medium-term outlook for financing Japan’s public debt.
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experienced stronger spillovers from the euro area than
other emerging markets. In contrast, impacts on Asia,
Latin America, and the Middle East and Africa have
been more muted.

Implicit and explicit guarantees for the banking system
have heightened concerns about risk transfer between
banks and the sovereign.
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The health of the banking system and the sovereign
have become more closely intertwined as a result of
the unprecedented public support for banking systems
during the crisis. Box 1.2 examines the interactions
between the health of bank balance sheets, contingent
liabilities of the sovereign to the banks, and sovereign
spreads in two subsets of European countries, to illustrate the close connections apparent during the recent
turmoil. The results indicate that contingent liabilities
stemming from the banks included in the sample
remain large, with significant tail risks from potential
bank losses. Furthermore, should these contingent
liabilities materialize, they could have a significant
impact on the cost of funding and creditworthiness
for some sovereigns. In some countries, high sovereign credit spreads could then spill over and increase
bank spreads and funding pressures. This framework
of interactions between sovereigns and banks can be
used to quantify the various spillovers and feedbacks
described in Figure 1.5; these linkages will be explored
further in the following section on banking.

Against this backdrop, further policy action is required
to reduce downside risks and contain the potential for
tail events.
The announcement of national policy measures,
together with the creation of the European Financial
Stability Facility (EFSF) and actions by the ECB
under the Securities Markets Program (SMP), was
successful in halting the negative feedback loop that
had developed in the euro area between sovereign and
bank funding markets.8 Policymakers should now aim
8The

ECB bought €60.8 billion of government securities
under the SMP through the end of August 2010, but the composition of these purchases has not been publicly disclosed. The
quantity of weekly bond purchases declined from €16.5 billion
in the first week of May to a weekly average of €125 million in
August. There is some indirect evidence of the program’s positive
impact on sovereign debt markets. For instance, bid-ask spreads
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Box 1.1. Japan: Risk of Sovereign Interest Rate Shock
Japan’s government bond market has several structural features that could allow a small risk of distress
to quickly transmit through the banking system and
telescope medium-term fiscal solvency issues into
near-term funding difficulties. Japan has a shorter
debt profile and higher gross funding needs than
other countries (Table 1.1). Weak corporate demand
for loans, limited domestic investment opportunities,
and strong home bias have induced domestic banks to
increase their Japanese government bond (JGB) exposures significantly over the past two years. Banks’ JGB
holdings in terms of total assets are at a record high—
roughly 20 percent higher than the previous peak during the Bank of Japan’s 2004 quantitative easing. This
heavy dependency on bank purchases of JGBs brings
with it a risk of a disorderly reversal in that market if
a potential rebound in credit demand prompts banks
to reduce their JGB holdings. Since Japanese banks
are now the dominant buyer of JGBs (see first figure),
the market could become disorderly, especially at the
shorter end of the yield curve, if banks begin to slow
or reverse their bond purchases.
Additionally, interest rate risk has been growing in
many regional banks as they have sought to counteract the contraction in lending by lengthening the
duration of their JGB portfolios to augment profit
margins. The largest banks, however, have partially
mitigated interest rate risk by shortening the duration
of their JGB holdings to hedge against a potential
interest rate spike.
There are several factors that would likely prevent a
sharp surge in JGB yields from escalating into funding difficulties. Banks’ lack of reliance on wholesale
funding means that they will not be susceptible to
a shutdown of interbank markets, and a deposit
run is highly unlikely. One-sided selling by commercial banks could be countered in the short term
by purchases by public sector institutions. However,
concerted and credible medium-term reforms that
improve the fiscal balance and promote growth would
be most effective in mitigating risks of instability in
the JGB market.

Note: This box was prepared by Geoffrey Heenan, Silvia
Iorgova, and Joseph Di Censo.
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Yet a sudden spike in JGB yields is not unprecedented. In June 2003, 10-year yields more than tripled
in the course of three months, surging from a historically low 45 basis points to 1.6 percent (see second figure). This episode was termed the “VaR shock” because
a rise in volatility increased risk measures in banks’
internal value-at-risk (VaR) models and led to one-sided
selling by banks as they attempted to shed risk (Bank of
Japan, 2010, Chapter 3). Despite better risk management practices, a similar correction today could be far
more dramatic, given the higher exposure of banks
to JGBs and heightened investor concerns regarding
sovereign risk following the euro area turmoil.
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Box 1.2. Risk Transmission between Sovereigns and Banks in Europe
This box uses the systemic contingent claims
analysis (systemic CCA) framework (Gray and Jobst,
2010; IMF, 2010d) to estimate the magnitude of
market-implied expected losses in the banking sector of
European countries. This framework combines forwardlooking market data and accounting information to
infer the expected losses for a sample of 39 individual
banks (those with traded equity and equity options
data). It then uses the dependence structure between
these institutions within each country to estimate the
median and tail risk of expected losses by taking the
50th and 95th percentile of the joint distribution. This
approach helps quantify the magnitude of the potential
risk transfer to the government over time, depending
on the size and interconnectedness of banks in the
system. For the tail risk estimates, there is a 5 percent
chance the system losses (over a one-year horizon) will
be greater than the losses shown in the figure.
The CCA approach can also be used to analyze the
impact of default/distress risk on the sovereign balance
sheet by calculating an implied value for sovereign
assets—as the value of sovereign assets is not directly
observable—and estimating the expected losses on
sovereign debt derived from the term structure of
sovereign CDS spreads (Gray, Merton, and Bodie,
2007).1 The size of government contingent liabilities
from the banking system can then be calculated as a
percent of sovereign assets, and the sensitivity of sovereign spreads to changes in contingent liabilities to
the banks, or changes in the sovereign debt structure
(e.g., due to rollover risks or shortening of maturity),
or changes in sovereign assets (e.g., due to changes in
fiscal revenues and expenditures) can be derived.
Using historically informed assumptions of both
a moderate and high level of government guarantees
to the banking sector (50 percent and 85 percent,
respectively), the ratio of expected losses in the banking system to sovereign assets can be estimated. This
measure can be used to estimate the change in implied
sovereign spreads that would result from a change in
expected bank losses for a given level of government
guarantees for the banking system.

Note: This box was prepared by Dale Gray and Andreas
Jobst.
1Annex 1.2 provides more details on modeling the sovereign CCA and the systemic CCA framework.
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For the subset of four euro area countries, the
estimated change in implied sovereign CDS spreads
from a 10 percent change in expected bank losses ranges
from a low of 5 basis points for Spain and Portugal, to
around 25 basis points for Greece and around 70 basis
points for Ireland. These estimates assume that the
government covers 85 percent of expected bank losses.
Differences in sensitivity arise from a number of factors,
both fundamental and as a result of the sample of banks
used. Two key determinants of the impact on sovereign
spreads are the size of the financial system in relation
to the size of the sovereign balance sheet, and market
expectations of banking system losses. From these two
dimensions, Ireland’s large-sized financial system and the
large scale losses as a result of concentrated exposures to
the real estate sector make the impact on spreads greater.
Regarding Spain and Portugal, this estimate is likely to
understate the change in spreads, because the sample of
banks only includes the larger commercial banks. In the
case of Ireland, markets appear to have already priced
expected losses into sovereign spreads, as the sovereign
CDS spreads rose by over 150 basis points from June to
September 2010, in response to additional news about
losses on Anglo Irish Bank. Looking ahead, the policy
actions to put the bank into a resolution framework,
coupled with other actions to stabilize the Irish banking
system and the fiscal balance sheet are expected to limit
the contingent liabilities faced by the government.
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at consolidating and further expanding the success of the
recent measures by tackling the remaining underlying
vulnerabilities. The next section explores the extent to
which major global financial systems would be able to
withstand various downside risks.

Figure 1.12. Bank Writedowns or Loss Provisions by Region

C. Sovereign and Banking System Spillovers
Fiscal challenges and heightened economic uncertainty
have exposed banking systems’ vulnerabilities to sovereign
risks and funding shocks. In part, this reflects crisis legacy
problems and incomplete reforms, as well as highly leveraged
balance sheets reliant on wholesale funding. Our baseline
scenario points to continued improvement in the financial
situation along with further policy implementation. However, important challenges remain for European, U.S., and
Japanese banking systems, in an environment combining
risks to the economy, sovereign financing, and bank funding.
Policies thus need to be further strengthened and balance
sheets bolstered to reduce the risks of negative outcomes with
repercussions for the economy.
The financial system continues to build on recent
improvements.
Our estimate of crisis-related total bank writedowns
and loan provisions between 2007 and 2010 has now
fallen from $2.3 trillion in the April 2010 GFSR to
$2.2 trillion, driven mainly by a fall in securities losses
(Figure 1.12). In addition, banks have made further
progress in realizing those writedowns, with more
than three quarters already reported, leaving a residual
amount of approximately $550 billion.9 Importantly, the
average Tier 1 capital ratio in the global banking system
rose to over 10 percent at end-2009, although much of
this is due to government recapitalization (Figure 1.13).

(In billions of U.S. dollars unless indicated)
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Figure 1.13. Capital Raised by Banks and Tier 1 Ratios
(In percent)
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database; and IMF staff estimates.
Notes: Capital raised between 2008:Q1 and 2010:Q2.

on Greek, Irish, Portuguese, and Spanish sovereign bonds have
narrowed since the SMP initiated purchases. Moreover, sovereign
bonds issued by Greece, Ireland, and Portugal have significantly
outperformed the euro area government bond index and other
peers since the SMP began, and though marginally, Italy and Spain
have also outperformed.
9As explained in previous editions of the GFSR, these estimates are subject to considerable uncertainty and range of error.
See Box 1.1 of the October 2009 GFSR for further details (IMF,
2009b).
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Figure 1.14. Banking Sector Credit Default Swap Spreads

Despite these improvements, banking system risks are
more elevated today compared with those described in
the April 2010 GFSR.
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Figure 1.15. U.S. Dollar Three-Month Forward - Overnight
Index Swap Spreads and Basis Swaps
(In basis points)
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The outbreak of sovereign strains in the euro area
discussed above spilled over to the banking system,
but credible action has been initiated to both address
underlying sovereign vulnerabilities as well as to
limit spillovers. Vulnerable euro area economies have
frontloaded fiscal adjustment, and economies with
more flexibility have begun the difficult process of
fiscal consolidation. And backstops have been put in
place at the supranational level to ensure adequate
safeguards against sovereign financing strains.
Nevertheless, confidence is not fully restored and
financial vulnerabilities persist. This is due to the
existence of key structural financial vulnerabilities
linked to sovereign risks, which remain elevated,
and persistent fragilities and legacy challenges in the
banking system, which add to the uncertainties of
the economic outlook. In the United States, concerns
about household balance sheets and real estate markets continue to cloud the outlook for loan quality
in the banking sector and pose capital challenges
for government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs). These
vulnerabilities could reactivate the adverse feedback
loop between the financial system and the economy
that could undermine the global recovery.
The increase in overall banking system tensions
since the April 2010 GFSR is reflected in the rise
in the cost of credit default protection for financial
institutions (Figure 1.14). The relatively greater
pressure in European banking systems from both
sovereign risks and wholesale funding strains has led
euro area bank CDS levels to rise above those in the
United Kingdom and the United States, although in
all three cases they are down from their June peaks.
Counterparty concerns spilled over to unsecured
interbank markets, where steep rises in funding
costs were seen in European dollar funding markets
in April and May (Figure 1.15). Market counterparties—particularly U.S. money market mutual
funds—became concerned about the risk of lending
to banks with significant exposures to sovereigns
facing fiscal and growth pressures. This, along with
new rules in the United States intended to limit
money market mutual funds’ risks, led to a sharp
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Figure 1.16. Bank Debt Maturity Profile

(In billions of U.S. dollars, 12-month periods from July 1, 2010)
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Banks now face the greatest vulnerabilities on the
liabilities side of their balance sheet...
Structural weaknesses in bank balance sheets
remain. As foreshadowed in the April 2010 GFSR,
banks now face the greatest vulnerabilities on the liabilities side of their balance sheet. There has been little
progress in lengthening the maturity of their funding,
and as a result, over $4 trillion of debt is due to be
refinanced in the next 24 months (Figures 1.16, 1.17,
and 1.18). Wholesale funding (including borrowing
from the central bank) represents over 40 percent of
total liabilities in the euro area banking systems in
aggregate; this contrasts with around 25 percent in the
United States, United Kingdom, and Japan (Figure 1.19).11 Moreover, reliance on ECB liquidity support has been increasing in several countries (Figure
1.20). U.S. dollar funding remains a significant funding source for European banks, but one that is subject
to rapid swings from factors outside their control. This
therefore remains a particular vulnerability.
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10Accounting guidelines on securitizations (FAS 166 and
167) and regulation AB on ABS contributed to the trend. The
weighted average maturity of the prime U.S. funds came down
from around 50 days in November 2009 to around 37 days in
May 2010, a substantial reduction. However, the levels were still
above the lows that they had reached at the peak of the crisis in
late 2008 (at around 35 days). See Chapter 2 for further discussion of systemic liquidity risk.
11European banks make greater use of wholesale funding than
their U.S. peers because their balance sheets are generally larger
relative to their deposit base. In Europe, the majority of mortgages and public sector loans are held on bank balance sheets or
securitized in covered bonds. In the United States, the equivalent
assets are either held by government-sponsored entities, or
funding was initially raised directly from the marketplace. The
latter is the result of a more active municipal bond market in the
United States. From an accounting perspective, there has been a
stricter test for “true sale” to move assets off balance sheet under
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). (Under
U.S. generally accepted accounting principles, the bankruptcy
remoteness tests for assets off balance sheet were more lenient
than under IFRS used by European banks. The implementation
of FAS 166/167 in the United States has gone some way to remedy this discrepancy.) This means that U.S. bank balance sheets
are inevitably leaner than those of their European peers. As a
consequence, European banks have to rely more on the wholesale
funding markets (and central banks) than do their U.S. peers.
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Figure 1.19. Reliance on Wholesale Funding

...leaving them vulnerable to a confidence shock.
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With a phasing out of emergency central bank support measures, the divergence in the use of wholesale
funding implies that European banks are inherently
more vulnerable to a funding shock than U.S. banks.
U.S. banks have also benefitted from the outright
purchase of securities by the Federal Reserve, which
has provided additional liquidity and reduced overall
funding needs.
This refinancing may prove challenging for some
banks, as it could take place at a time of unsettled
markets when governments are anticipated to be
issuing significant quantities of debt. In particular,
some small and middle-tier banks, for which access
to wholesale funding has not yet been fully restored,
could face significant funding challenges going
forward.
Overall, uncertainty about the economic outlook
in mature economies remains particularly high, posing risks that sovereign stresses could re-emerge and
negatively impact banks’ access to funding markets.
Bank funding costs could increase across the whole
liability structure in response to a sovereign shock, in
line with the experience following the increase in sovereign spreads in the first half of 2010 (Figure 1.21).
As shocks would be differentiated across country
banking systems and segments, individual banks may
struggle to pass on the costs to customers under the
terms of existing contracts, and may be forced to
assume higher charges on their net interest incomes.
As such, banks would be affected on both sides of the
balance sheet.

The immediate policy response has led to improvement
in market and funding conditions and a reduction in
tail risks.
Tail risks have been reduced by unprecedented European policy initiatives––the ECB’s Securities Markets
Program and European Union governments’ European
Stabilization Mechanism––and by a frontloading of
fiscal adjustment in response to market pressures. However, underlying sovereign and banking vulnerabilities
remain a significant challenge amid lingering concerns
about risks to the global recovery. Sovereign bond
auctions in the euro area have successfully rolled over
substantial maturities, albeit at higher costs.
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Access to funding markets for most banks has
improved since late July. This easing in funding markets followed the publication of the results of the stress
test on European banks coordinated by the Committee of European Banking Supervisors (CEBS).12 The
results, along with the detailed information on sovereign exposures and stress test parameters published by
the authorities involved, helped to reassure markets.
The more granular data gave market participants a
much-needed opportunity to run their own analyses of
bank strength, and thus to get into proportion some
of the tail risk scenarios, based on more limited data,
that had undermined confidence before the CEBS
results were available. Shortly after, changes to certain
aspects of the proposed Enhanced Basel II capital standards meant that banks are likely to have to increase
regulatory capital in the short term by less than had
been suggested in the December 2009 proposals. Top
tier banks have issued significant amounts of senior
unsecured debt, and many banks have been able to
refinance maturing covered bonds. However, funding
remains tight for some smaller banks, especially in
countries where the sovereign also remains under pressure, and tiering in interbank markets remains.
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Strong financial policies and adequate backstops will
be important to address structural weaknesses and to
reduce downside risks.
If the economy recovers as planned and sovereign and bank funding strains continue to subside,
European banks should be able to repair balance sheets
and gradually rebuild capital buffers. However, banks
remain vulnerable to periods of renewed stress. To protect against these downside risks, bank balance sheets
need to be placed on a more sustainable footing by
ensuring they are well capitalized, have access to stable
funding, and can earn self-sustaining margins.
Under stressed funding markets, bank creditors
worry about their position in the repayment hierarchy in case of a bank default, and will strip away
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12This stress test was conducted on a sample of 91 banks covering 65 percent of the total assets of the EU banking sector. In
the most stringent version of that stress test, seven banks would
have had Tier 1 capital ratios below the 6 percent threshold set
for the exercise and would require €3.5 billion in capital. See
http://stress-test.c-ebs.org/documents/Summaryreport.pdf.
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the benefits of accounting conventions (e.g., holding
government bonds to maturity).13 Creditors are likely
to scrutinize their bank counterparties on the basis of
the market value of their assets, using the most recent
data they have on the assumption that these assets
may have to be sold to meet repayment requirements.
Accordingly, for banks to maintain access to funding
markets, private creditors and investors may require
them to maintain a buffer of capital in excess of standard solvency norms. Additional recapitalization and
higher quality capital are still required in a number of
countries to achieve this objective, and to break the
sensitivity and interconnectedness between sovereign
and bank balance sheets, and the correlation of market
spreads.
Weaker, nonviable institutions still need to be
resolved, and forced withdrawal of unprofitable capacity may still be necessary, to enable the portion of
the industry that remains to become self-sustaining.
In this connection, it is important that restructuring
plans that have been announced in several countries be
implemented rigorously and in a timely manner. This
is particularly the case for segments of the banking system that have been found to have compromised business models. The German Landesbanken, for example,
suffer from weak profitability and, in Spain, the Cajas
sector is now undergoing substantial reform and excess
capacity is being reduced. A healthy banking system
also requires high-quality supervision by adequately
resourced and skilled supervisory agencies, supported
by an effective resolution framework.
To the extent that capital buffers cannot be built up
to levels that ensure that banks have adequate access
to funding markets, it is all the more important that
public authorities continue to be prepared to provide
capital and funding support. Our analysis suggests that
the present situation is broadly manageable given existing backstop facilities in place.
However, additional public sector support for banks
could, in some cases, strain public finances and risk
a further rise in sovereign risk and a second-round

impact on banking systems. To arrest such a feedback
loop, the EU has established and made operational the
European Financial Stability Facility to support sovereign financing should further support prove necessary.
In September, all three major credit ratings agencies
gave the EFSF their highest possible ratings (on a
provisional basis). This is a major step forward.

Funding and capital constraints—if left unaddressed—
could reignite deleveraging pressures, especially within
the euro area, and reestablish a negative feedback loop
to the real economy.
Credit growth picked up in the first quarter of
2010 from the low levels at end-2009, but evidence
from bank lending surveys suggests that the recent
improvement may be temporary and credit growth
may remain weak over the next year (Figures 1.22a
and b).14
Under our base case, we expect credit growth to
pick up after 2011, albeit to a significantly lower level
than before the crisis.15 There is, however, a downside
risk that funding and capital pressures could reignite
deleveraging pressures. Under such circumstances,
banks may find it difficult to secure all of the capital
they need in markets and may look to sell assets to
nonbanks, or allow them to mature. Banks could be
forced to shrink balance sheets in order to alleviate
pressures in funding markets, which risks pushing the
deleveraging process into a fresh, more difficult phase.
Furthermore, such deleveraging would have a crossborder dimension reflecting the reliance of some banks
on external funding. As capital markets become more
focused on the relatively healthy financial systems,
recycling savings away from weaker countries, this could
add to stability strains in those countries that have vulnerable banks and the biggest debt burdens. The process
could be strained further if large bank redemptions in
coming quarters cause cash to be re-deposited in safe
haven, rather than higher risk, countries within the euro
area. So far, the ECB has provided substantial support
14Previous

13Some

recent analyses of the European banking sector that
mark-to-market sovereign exposures in both the trading book
and the banking book have been published by independent bank
analysts (Keefe, Bruyette and Woods) and several investment
banks (Barclays, Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan and RBS).
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GFSRs have shown that nonbank credit provides a
limited cushion for a pullback in bank credit.
15The capital standards and transition paths agreed by the
Basel Committee Governors and Heads of Supervision at their
July 26 meeting (www.bis.org/press/p100726.htm) should help
support bank credit extension in the near term. However, deleveraging will likely continue for some years.
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through refinancing of some country banking systems
as well as purchases of government bonds through the
SMP. However, a growing reliance would not indicate
a return of confidence. Accordingly, it is important for
national authorities to ensure that deep reforms of weak
banking segments are addressed to fully restore confidence, reduce deleveraging pressures, stabilize funding
markets (including across borders) and strengthen credit
intermediation.

Cross-border outflows from CEE and CIS countries
have been accompanied by a contraction in domestic
credit.
Cross-border pressures have also been at play in the
CEE and CIS countries. In contrast to other emerging market regions, many of these countries continued
to see cross-border bank outflows through the first
quarter of 2010, as western European parent banks
continued to shed exposures to the region. This reflects
a number of factors—including weak credit demand,
funding strains, growing sovereign concerns, and regulatory pressures to increase capital adequacy ratios—as
well as some intragroup flows within international
banking groups (Figures 1.23 and 1.24).16
Credit growth has contracted or remained weak in
countries that have seen the largest cross-border bank
outflows (Figure 1.25). These outflows have tended
to be in countries where subsidiaries have been more
dependent on parent banks for funding, and where
demand for credit has remained subdued. In countries
with a higher degree of domestic bank ownership and/
or larger domestic markets, such as Poland, Russia,
and Turkey, there has been a pick-up in credit growth
in recent months.
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Challenges also remain for U.S. banking systems, as
the real estate sector is prone to a double dip, exposing
pockets of vulnerability.
In the United States, financial stability has
improved but pockets of vulnerability remain in the
banking system. Notwithstanding weak growth, high
unemployment and record high charge-off rates, the
expected capital drain for banks appears manageable
on an industry-wide basis, as banks have been able
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16Mitigating this, foreign bank lending from their local subsidiaries in CEE held up relatively well during the crisis.
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to raise a substantial amount of capital.17 However,
it will take time for banks to clean up their balance sheets. There is much uncertainty about banks’
earnings outlook, as well as the shape of their credit
loss profiles. Furthermore, as the recovery proceeds,
banks may need to raise additional capital to comply
with U.S. regulatory reform and other international
initiatives, which are likely to put further pressure on
retained earnings.
The outlook for both residential and commercial
property appears to be particularly uncertain. To
assess these risks, we conducted a stress test of the
top 40 bank holding companies in the United States
(Box 1.3). We found that, in an adverse scenario
where real estate prices fell significantly, banks would
require a total of $13 billion in additional capital in
order to maintain a 4 percent Tier 1 common capital
ratio.18 Mid-sized banks are particularly vulnerable
because it may be more difficult for them to raise
capital.
In this scenario, credit growth could remain limited
for some time. Our results suggest that, in the baseline
scenario and in the absence of additional capital injections, credit growth could average around 10 percent
for 2010–12, which is substantially lower than historical levels.19 In the adverse scenario, average credit
growth could be around 8 percentage points for the
forecast horizon.

17For example, since the publication of the U.S. authorities’
Supervisory Capital Assessment Program (SCAP) stress tests,
the participating institutions raised over $210 billion in capital,
55 percent of which is in common equity.
18The recent stress test conducted for the U.S. Financial System Stability Assessment found that under the baseline scenario,
three SCAP institutions would require $7 billion in additional
capital to maintain a 6 percent Tier 1 common equity ratio over
2010–14. A number of regional and smaller banks would also
face capital shortfalls due to their high exposure to commercial
real estate losses. In an adverse scenario, the capital shortfall
increases to $32 billion to maintain a less stringent 4 percent
Tier 1 common equity ratio until end-2014 (IMF, 2010d, p. 9).
The stress test results reported in Box 1.3 entailed a 6 percent
Tier 1 capital hurdle.
19Credit growth rates averaged around 23 percent over
1993–96 (following the savings and loan crisis) and 15 percent
over 2004–07 (after the 2002–03 recession).
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Box 1.3. Risks of a Double Dip in the U.S. Real Estate Markets
The stabilization of U.S. real estate prices remains
fragile, and negative macro-financial spillovers could
cause a double dip in real estate. U.S. residential
house prices fell by over 30 percent between 2006
and 2009, and the value of commercial properties
has dropped by over 40 percent since early 2007. The
outlook remains weak, with the latest home price
expectation survey showing a 1.7 percent decrease in
2010 and an average 1.8 percent increase in 2011–12.
Large uncertainties surround real estate price forecasts (Tsounta and Klyuev, 2010). On the upside, real
estate activity, which is at historically low levels, could
recover faster than expected, while loan restructurings
help dampen foreclosure pressures. The inventory of
unsold new houses has already dropped by 37 percent
to about eight months of supply, and affordability
indicators are at new-record highs. On the downside,
poor labor market conditions, sluggish growth, and
rising delinquencies could restart an adverse feedback loop of rising foreclosures, falling prices, more
redefaults, and tighter financial conditions, which
could ultimately lead to a double dip in real estate.
Although manageable from a financial stability
perspective, a double dip in real estate could have a
long-lasting impact on the economic recovery. Limited
data and high interconnectedness across risk factors
have made it particularly difficult to assess the severity
of negative macro-financial spillovers. In the short
term, most banks appear in a position to absorb a
further deterioration in real estate, partly due to their
strong recapitalization (and likely ability to continue
to tap capital markets) but also because of their efforts
to dampen the flow of properties going into foreclosure through loan modifications and extensions. But
unless real estate prices recover materially over the
coming quarters, these efforts may defer rather than
avoid future foreclosures, adding to the large “shadow
inventory” of properties for sale and hence depressing the recovery of real estate prices for some time to
come, with negative implications for banks’ ability to
support growth going forward.
For residential real estate (RRE), powerful downside
risks to house prices include:
Note: This box was prepared by Ivailo Arsov, Andrea
Maechler, and Geoffrey Keim. The authors are grateful to
Evridiki Tsounta for her insightful suggestions and background material.

• A low demand for houses. Continued high unemployment, waning consumer confidence, and tighter
underwriting standards could continue to discourage
buyers from entering the residential market. The
April 2010 expiration of the home-buyers’ tax credit
may also have brought forward sales, which could
further depress activity in the coming quarters.
• A high rate of foreclosures. Today, one in every seven
homeowners with a mortgage is at least 30 days late
on payment or already in foreclosure. Foreclosures
in 2010 are expected to easily surpass the all-time
record of 2.8 million in 2009. Foreclosed properties, which accounted for a third of home sales
in the past year, sold at a discount of around 35
percent and lowered house prices and crystallized
losses on banks’ RRE exposures of $2.2 trillion.
• An even larger “shadow inventory” of houses for sale.
Although loan modifications and the recent stabilization of house prices have managed to bring down
banks’ loss rates on RRE loans, which are believed
to have peaked at end-2009, they did little to reduce
the large gap between the rate of foreclosures and
that of seriously delinquent mortgages (90 days or
more past due), suggesting a significant pent-up supply of future houses for sale (see panel of figures).
• A high rate of redefault on modified mortgages. In
addition, recorded delinquency rates may underestimate the actual flow of houses potentially going
into foreclosure, as they do not account for efforts
to modify loans of creditworthy borrowers. These
modifications, however, have left borrowers with
high debt service-to-income ratios (64 percent in
the case of the Home Affordable Modification Program). At end-March 2010, almost 60 percent of
modified residential loans had already redefaulted.
This high redefault risk on modified loans suggests
that the shadow inventory of houses for sale could
be larger than that suggested by standard foreclosure and delinquency measures.
• A rise in “strategic defaults.” Over one-third of residential foreclosures are believed to be “strategic,” in
the sense that borrowers were current on their loan
payments but walked away because the value of
their property was worth less than its debt (Chicago
Booth/Kellogg School, 2010). This figure could rise
further, if the number of mortgages with negative
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Box 1.3 (continued)

Risks Emerging from Real Estate Sectors
Real-estate loan charge-offs are expected to remain high
throughout the forecast period...
4
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... which could add to an already high shadow
inventory of foreclosed homes.
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Sources: First American Core Logic; Haver Analytics; SNL Financial; Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System; and IMF staff estimates.
Note: RRE = residential real estate.
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equity continues to grow and the behavior becomes
more socially acceptable (see panel figure on
residential real estate delinquency). Lenders seem
ill-prepared for this risk, which is not well captured
in most risk models and provisioning rules.
The outlook for commercial real estate (CRE) appears
even more fragile, as property owners are struggling
with low cash flows from poor retail performance, rising
vacancies, and falling rent. Other risk factors include:
• High refinancing risk due to high loan-to-value ratios.
Banks face about $1.4 trillion in CRE loans expected
to mature in 2010-14, nearly half of which are seriously delinquent or “underwater” (with a loan value
exceeding the property value) (COP, 2010). For
example, the unpaid percentage of loans scheduled
to mature in 2010 reached 36 percent, or three times
higher than for loans that matured one year earlier,
with the greatest difficulty involving five-year loans,
where the unpaid balance reached 46 percent.
• A high rate of CRE loan extensions. In an attempt
to break the cycle and support viable borrowers,
banks have increasingly restructured or extended
CRE loans reaching maturity, as confirmed also in
the responses to the April 2010 Senior Loan Officer
Opinion Survey (Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System, 2010).
• A high rate of redefault on CRE loans. If conditions do
not improve materially in the coming quarters, these
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restructurings, which affected around 4.8 percent of
total CRE delinquent loans at end-March 2010, will
exacerbate the future bunching up of delinquent or
underwater loans in need of refinancing, with negative consequences for bank losses, financial conditions, foreclosures, and property values.
A stress test of the top 40 U.S. bank holding companies, which used an adverse scenario, showed that
5 banks would require $13 billion in additional capital
to maintain a 4 percent Tier 1 common capital ratio
(see table). This scenario, which affected banks’ entire
loan book, also assumed real GDP growth to slow to
1.2 percent in 2011, with unemployment hovering
above 9 percent over the test horizon. Negative macrofinancial linkages led to a cumulative 6 and 19 percent
cumulative fall in RRE and CRE prices, respectively,
over the test horizon (around 10 percentage points
lower than under the baseline). While in the short term
RRE loan modifications, which amounted to 2.5 percent of total RRE loans, depressed banks’ charge-off
rates below their end-2007 peak of 2.7 percent,
redefaults, which affected 65 percent of all modified
loans, kept them elevated at around 2 percent until
end-2012. In CRE, despite heavy loan restructuring,
poor economic conditions and falling loan-to-value
ratios continued to raise charge-off rates, which reached
3.3 percent at end-2011, while redefaults slowed down
their normalization in the outer years.

Capital Needs of 40 U.S. Bank Holding Companies: Adverse Real Estate Scenario, 2010–12
(In billions of dollars except as noted otherwise)

Tier 1 common capital/risk-weighted assets ratio2
4 percent
6 percent
Number of banks requiring injection
4 percent
6 percent
Tier 1 capital/risk-weighted assets ratio
6 percent
8 percent
Number of banks requiring injection
6 percent
8 percent

Top Four
(4)

Regional
(8)

Midsize1
(16)

Total U.S.
(40)

SCAP
(18)

0.0
37.0

0.2
3.4

12.9
16.3

13.1
56.7

7.3
49.7

0
2

1
3

4
10

5
15

1
5

0.0
34.1

0.0
0.2

2.6
3.5

2.6
37.7

0.0
34.1

0
2

0
1

2
3

2
6

0
2

Source: IMF staff estimates.
Note: SCAP = Supervisory Capital Assessment Program.
1Banks with assets greater than $10 billion.
2Tier 1 common capital deducts all “noncommon” elements of Tier 1 capital (i.e., qualifying minority interest in consolidated
subsidiaries, qualifying trust preferred securities, and qualifying perpetual preferred stocks).
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Much of the credit risk in housing has been shifted to
the GSEs.
While the capital needs of U.S. banks appear manageable, this has resulted from significant mortgagerelated losses being absorbed by the GSEs (Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac) and other government interventions.
Without these actions to absorb losses and balance
sheet risks, U.S. bank capital needs would be substantially higher. Private bank balance sheets benefit from
several sources of official sector assistance. First, the
GSEs, together with the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), accounted for 95 percent of mortgagebacked security issuance in the first half of 2010, and
are instrumental in facilitating mortgage modifications.
As of end-June 2010, the GSEs received $148.5 billion in senior preferred capital injections from the
U.S. Treasury, with substantially more anticipated.20
Second, the reserves of the FHA have fallen $11 billion below their congressionally-mandated minimum
level.21 Third, the Deposit Insurance Fund of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) was in
deficit by $15.2 billion as of June 2010 and will face
further challenges in dealing with the remaining large
number of problem banks and in generating the fees
needed to reach its new target ratios.22
The U.S. administration has launched a public
consultation on GSE reform and is committed to
proposing legislation in 2011 (see Annex 1.5). The
necessity of reform is highlighted by analysis for the
U.S. Financial Sector Assessment Program (IMF,
2010d). Calculating joint probabilities of distress from

20The Treasury is committed to providing uncapped capital
support through 2012 and capped but large amounts thereafter.
Estimates of the potential total cost of the GSE bailout to the
taxpayer, using varying assumptions, range from $160 billion
to $1 trillion. The estimates (shown with their source and
date) include $160 billion (Office of Management and Budget,
February 2010); $290 billion (Credit Suisse, May 2010); $389
billion (Congressional Budget Office, August 2009); $500
billion (Barclays Capital, December 2009). Agency mortgagebacked securities and debt are still rated AAA due to government
support, and almost zero risk-weighted (0.8 percent) for bank
capital purposes.
21The FHA insures lower-credit-quality mortgages with low
down-payments that are then securitized by Ginnie Mae.
22The Dodd-Frank reform act raised the minimum target ratio
for the insurance fund to 1.35 percent of insured deposits, to be
met by September 2010. Currently this would require FDICinsured banks to contribute $88.5 billion.
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CDS movements, the analysis found a disproportionate share of extreme unexpected losses in the system in
2008–09 attributable to the GSEs despite the various
federal support measures. GSE reform is therefore
critical to perceptions of the creditworthiness of the
U.S. government.23

Japanese banks have low capital and weak
profitability, and continue to be exposed to equity
market volatility.
There are two key vulnerabilities in the Japanese
banking system, apart from the risk of an interest
rate spike for regional banks discussed previously.
First, Japanese banks have been facing depressed
profitability that has limited their ability to rely on
retained earnings to support capital adequacy going
forward. In the current low interest rate environment, net interest margins—the prevailing component of banks’ profits—remain heavily depressed,
putting significant downward pressure on domestic
profitability. As a result, banks are under increasing pressure to enhance profitability through a shift
in business models, such as increasing reliance on
fee-generating income or overseas expansion. Second,
a stock market downturn could put pressure on
Japanese banks’ profitability and capitalization, given
that they remain exposed to equity market volatility. Large banks’ equity investments, on average,
still account for more than 75 percent of tangible
common equity, against less than 10 percent across
large banks internationally. Regional banks also have
relatively high equity exposures, with equity investments at 36 percent of tangible common equity.24

Policymakers should concentrate on strengthening their
banking systems.
As the discussion above has shown, adverse scenarios cannot be ruled out in Europe, the United
States, and Japan. The policy section discusses in detail
the policy priorities to ensure financial stability.
23Transparency

would be enhanced by placing the GSEs “onbudget” to reflect the economic reality of their control by the
U.S. government (CBO, 2010).
24Banks have made some progress in reducing equity crossholdings, but the process has been relatively slow. The level of
stock holdings among domestic banks stood at ¥18.4 trillion at
end-May 2010 against ¥21.2 trillion at end-2007.
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D. Managing Risks to Emerging Markets
Emerging market policymakers are facing greater challenges navigating risks that are differentiated across and
within regions. Some countries in emerging Europe face
greater downside risks from potential spillovers from the
sovereign and banking sectors in Europe. In other regions
with stronger trade links to advanced countries and less
access to international capital markets, economies are still
recovering from deep downturns, and there are mounting
concerns over a growth slowdown in advanced countries.
In contrast, some countries in Asia and Latin America
continue to experience a potential buildup of risks stemming from strong capital inflows. Countries experiencing
stronger growth, more favorable interest rate differentials,
and/or greater openness to foreign portfolio capital are
seeing inflows resulting from global asset reallocation by
institutional investors. This could increase volatility in
portfolio capital flows and strain local market valuations.

Advanced economies
Emerging economies
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The crisis in advanced countries has shifted perceptions
of risk-reward in favor of emerging markets assets…
The escalation of the euro area sovereign turmoil
in early-2010 reinforced the favorable risk-return
profile of emerging markets on a relative basis.25 On
a risk-adjusted basis, emerging market equities have
outperformed mature market counterparts since
mid-2003, partly reflecting their diverging macroeconomic fundamentals (Figure 1.26).26 This dynamic is
also evident in the decoupling in rating changes for
advanced and emerging sovereigns, which favor the latter (Figure 1.27a). Developed country sovereigns have
experienced 25 downgrades since early 2008, while
emerging market sovereigns have seen 21 upgrades during 2010, concentrated in Latin America. This trend
is set to continue, particularly as public debt levels in
emerging markets are expected to near pre-crisis lows
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25Partly

reflecting this trend, issuance of external bonds, equities and loans by emerging and other economies has rebounded
following a sizable drop in April-May.
26Similarly, risk-adjusted total returns of emerging market
sovereign external bonds began outperforming those of global
investment-grade corporate bonds in 2004. The former’s performance remained somewhat superior to the latter’s as markets
were sold off around Lehman’s bankruptcy, but has lagged since
mid-2009 as major developed markets rebounded.
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in the next few years (Figure 1.27b).27 In contrast,
debt levels are projected to remain elevated in the near
future for advanced economies.
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…contributing to an apparent reallocation of assets
toward emerging markets…
Custodial flow data, which reflect the activity
of institutional global investors, point to an ongoing portfolio reallocation of assets toward emerging
markets and away from mature economies.28 The
share of flows to emerging market bond and equity
instruments started increasing in 2003, supported
by the outperformance of emerging market assets on
a risk-adjusted basis (Figure 1.28).29 Since then, the
share of portfolio flows to emerging market assets
has almost quadrupled. Most of the growth can be
attributed to equity inflows, with Asia registering the
sharpest increase. Among bond inflows, Latin America
exhibited the fastest growth, followed by Asia, and
then emerging Europe, the Middle East, and Africa
(EMEA), where outflows became persistent after 2007
coinciding with the global credit crisis. Overall institutional investor flows to emerging markets remained
strong in Asia and Latin America. In addition, retail
inflows to funds dedicated to emerging market equities
have outperformed mature market counterparts since
the start of the global credit crisis, and retail flows
to emerging market bond funds have also increased
sharply, bolstered by carry-trade incentives.30

27Declining

public debt levels are a key factor underpinning the
improvement in emerging market credit ratings (Jaramillo, 2010).
28Various tests indicate that the custodial flow of information
is fairly consistent with the official balance of payments data, at
least on emerging markets. See Annex 1.3.
29Cumulative institutional investor flows to emerging market
bond and equity instruments were about $105 billion during
January 2003–June 2010 based on BNY Mellon iFlowsm data.
Cumulative retail investor flows to emerging market bond and
equity funds reported by Emerging Portfolio Fund Research
(EPFR) for the same period were at about $165 billion. BNY
Mellon iFlowsm flows tend to exhibit less volatility than the
EPFR flows. The higher share of emerging markets may also be
attributed to the change in BNY Mellon iFlowsm data composition, with more countries covered, and greater penetration
within the countries.
30In addition, emerging markets are gradually being included
in global asset indices. For instance, Citigroup announced the
inclusion of Mexico on its World Government Bond Index
(WGBI) earlier this year, and is monitoring Indonesia, the Philippines, Taiwan Province of China, and Thailand for potential
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There is scope for additional sizable asset reallocation
to emerging markets, which could be overwhelming in
some cases. Institutional investors worldwide have not
yet adopted a global approach in their equity allocation process (MSCI Barra, 2010). For example, U.S.
investors are heavily underweight non-U.S. equities
(especially emerging markets) relative to an allocation
based on market capitalization (Figure 1.29a).31 The
reallocation of a small proportion of financial assets
of advanced countries could have very large effects
on emerging market countries. Total emerging market assets only account for around 2 to 7 percent of
real money portfolios currently. A 1 percentage point
reallocation of global equity and debt securities held
by G-4 real money investors, which amounts to about
$50 trillion, would result in additional portfolio flows
of $485 billion. This would be larger than the record
annual portfolio flows to emerging markets of $424 billion recorded in 2007 (Figure 1.29b). Countries receiving a larger share of these flows relative to the size of
their markets could face significant challenges. Poland
and Indonesia rank highest among emerging markets
receiving large portfolio flows relative to the size of their
domestic markets (Figure 1.30).32 The potential pressure
would be mitigated by the likely gradual nature of such
a portfolio reallocation.33
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…potentially leading to underpricing of risk.
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The prospect of heavy capital inflows could be
destabilizing. Prior research suggests that the combination of large capital inflows and accommodative monetary policy raises the risk of asset-price,
boom-bust cycles (IMF, 2010a, pp. 26–28). There is,
in particular, an obvious risk that, in the absence of
appropriate reform measures, credit may be extended
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inclusion. Poland (2002), Singapore (2004), and Malaysia (2006)
are already included in the index.
31In some cases, this also reflects barriers to entry for foreign
investors. “Home bias” in equity allocation is also pronounced in
the euro area and Japan, suggesting eventual scope for additional
portfolio reallocations to emerging markets.
32The inclusion of an emerging market economy into an index
can also trigger outsized portfolio reallocations. For instance,
Mexico’s inclusion in Citigroup’s WGBI could result in a one-off
doubling of annual debt inflows.
33A diversification in the composition of investors to real
money accounts with long investment horizons could also help
to reduce the volatility of outflows.
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Figure 1.30. Equity and Debt Portfolio Inflows
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out of highly leveraged funding. As highlighted in the
April 2010 GFSR, accommodative monetary policies
in core markets and ample global liquidity propelled
flows toward emerging markets that had prospects of
stronger growth, currency appreciation, and better asset performance. Given prospective monetary
policy developments in the United States and other
major markets, this trend is likely to continue. Part of
the inflows may result in “herding,” where portfolio
allocation is made simply on the basis of what other
investors already do, and “crowded trades,” where a
large share of investors hold the same belief that the
asset price should appreciate in the short run.

Econometric results suggest portfolio flows to
emerging markets tend to be persistent and have high
degrees of autocorrelation, when measured over a
time horizon of up to several months (Annex 1.3).
High persistence in flows is often attributed to herding behavior. Inflows were found to be particularly
persistent in Brazil, Indonesia, and Korea—countries
where the authorities have also introduced measures
to mitigate the impact of capital flows. Potentially
reflecting this herd behavior, there is some evidence of
a self-reinforcing cycle between inflows and returns.
Specifically, the model shows that inflows to emerging markets increase in response to higher returns and
lower volatility of returns, and that higher inflows
reinforce the increase in risk-adjusted returns. This is
consistent with circumstantial evidence that unfulfilled
demand from foreign investors for local currency assets
may have reduced market volatility and made local
assets more attractive from a risk/return perspective.
The data also show that an increase in persistence of
flows tends to be followed by flow reversals. Therefore,
statistical measures of persistence from high-frequency
datasets could be useful as an early warning indicator
for gauging the likelihood of sudden stops.

Macroeconomic policies to cope with strong capital
flows may pressure exchange rates and local prices…
There are various macroeconomic policies that can
be deployed to address the effects of capital inflows,
including exchange rate appreciation, reserve accumulation, and tighter fiscal policy, though these come with
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trade-offs. In line with capital flow pressures, emerging
market exchange rates have appreciated in nominal
effective terms (Figure 1.31).34 While one response to a
surge in capital inflows may be to allow currency appreciation, some countries have elected to intervene in
currency markets to reduce exchange rate volatility and
resist currency appreciation. This appears to be broadly
the case for Asia, where currencies have appreciated by
less than in other regions, but the pace of reserve accumulation has remained relatively high (Figure 1.32). At
the same time, Asian monetary authorities are believed
to have sought to sterilize the impact of rising reserves
to a greater extent, in an effort to limit upward pressure
on domestic liquidity and prices (Figure 1.33).
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…which may be partially mitigated by macroprudential measures.
A stronger prudential framework can also help
mitigate the adverse consequences of surging capital inflows. Prudential measures can complement
macroeconomic policies to limit a buildup of financial vulnerabilities related to, for instance, banking
sector leverage, short-term foreign capital inflows, or
foreign currency exposures. These measures can focus
on individual institutions or the financial system as a
whole, and take the form of quantitative and qualitative standards on capital adequacy, risk management,
asset concentration, and liquidity, among others. In
China, measures taken by the authorities have helped
engineer a slowdown in the local real estate and credit
markets, even though a precipitous decline in property
prices may increase risks to the local banking system
(Box 1.4). Indonesia’s policy package has been effective
in reducing foreign participation in the most volatile
segment of the local fixed-income market, although
after an initial decline inflows have started to pick up
again. Measures by the Korean authorities may help
to reduce volatility in local banks’ short-term external borrowings and narrow the maturity mismatch
between dollar assets and liabilities.
As a last resort, other measures to limit capital
inflows may also need to be considered, taking into
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34Variables

are broadly similar to the components of the exchange
market pressures index, which combines movements in the bilateral
exchange rate and international reserves (see IMF, 2007).
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Box 1.4. China’s Banking System: Managing Challenges after Credit Expansion
After a period of rapid credit expansion in 2009,
the Chinese authorities have started to withdraw
stimulus measures, in part to contain the build-up
of credit risk and avoid potential ripple effects to
the rest of the economy. In particular, the authorities are taking measures in both the real estate
sector and local government financing platforms
(LGFPs) to limit potential risks to the banking
system.
To address concerns of an over-heated real estate
sector in late 2009 and early 2010, the Chinese
authorities introduced a wide range of measures to
curb real estate-related risks. These include (1) an
increase in minimum down payment for home buyers that purchase first homes larger than 90 square
meters; (2) a reduction in maximum loan-to-value
(LTV) ratios and increase in mortgage interest rates
for second and third home buyers; (3) discouraging lending to third home buyers, particularly in
selected high price areas; (4) in-depth scrutiny of
developers’ practices, including new rules against
hoarding of housing units; and (5) mandating the
withdrawal of state-owned companies from noncore property market operations.
As an early response to these measures, the
property market started to show signs of cooling.
Aggregate property prices leveled off and transaction values have declined (first figure). Both
developer and mortgage lending have slowed yearon-year, with developers forced to rely more heavily
on self-raised funding (second figure). However, a
potentially sharper-than-expected property price
contraction could still lead to an upsurge in nonperforming loans, both in the real estate sector and
in industries dependent on property markets such
as steel, concrete, and construction materials.
At the provincial level, the rise of LGFP borrowing during the 2009 government-led stimulus
has also increased potential bank credit risks going
forward. The number of LGFPs—investment entiNote: This box was prepared by Hui Jin.
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ties set up by local governments to support project
financing, particularly in infrastructure—grew very
rapidly in the recent period after relatively limited
activity in the past. Local governments—which
face sizable fiscal constraints and legal restrictions
on bank borrowing and bond issuance—established
LGFPs to fund projects and support the development of the local economies.1 Typically, LGFPs
were set up via the initial injection of capital—
including land (third figure)—often also supported
by implicit government guarantees to attain financing on favorable terms.2 A sharper-than-expected
property market correction could thus trigger a
negative spillover to LGFPs, as banks adjust down
land collateral valuations or halt debt rollovers.
More fundamentally, the surge in funding to LGFPs
has also raised concerns regarding the economic
viability of some of the more marginal projects
funded through LGFPs.

1The tax reform of 1994 revamped the tax distribution
system and directed a higher proportion of tax revenues to
the central government.
2The initial capital typically takes the form of governmentowned land, cash, or shares of state enterprises.
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Moreover, the absence of a comprehensive
framework on LGFP financing operations poses a
concern about the size and quality of bank exposures to these entities. First, estimates of the scale
of LGFP-related lending vary considerably due to
the lack of a consistent definition of LGFPs and the
paucity of data on their operations and borrowing
activities.3 Second, there are also issues about the
quality of some LGFP loans. Implicit government
guarantees and possible local government influence on certain regional banks’ credit policies could
negatively impact banks’ credit underwriting.
The Chinese authorities have acknowledged the
existence of lending risks associated with the LGFPs
and the property markets, but regard the overall
risk as being under control. The strongest signal so
far has come from the State Council in June when
it issued measures to strengthen the management of
LGFPs. Four main policy measures were launched:
(1) assess, verify, and properly manage the debts

assumed by the LGFPs; (2) classify and regulate
the function and operation of existing LGFPs; (3)
strengthen the supervision of LGFPs’ lending activities, as well as banks and other financial institutions’ lending practices to LGFPs; and (4) prohibit
local governments from making guarantees for
LGFP debts.4 Continuing actions by the Chinese
authorities to obtain better information on the scale
and nature of banks’ exposures to LGFPs and to
improve their underwriting are important. Going
forward, the policy focus of the authorities should
be placed on measuring and managing contingent
risks and considering the introduction of alternative sources of funding by local governments for
development purposes.

3Private sector estimates of LGFP borrowings range from
Y 6 trillion to Y 11 trillion. For instance, Y 7 trillion is
equivalent to close to 18 percent of the total outstanding
loans at end-2009.

4As a follow-up, the Ministry of Finance, National
Development and Reform Commission, People’s Bank of
China, China Banking Regulatory Commission jointly issued
detailed implementation rules.
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account appropriate caveats.35 In Latin America,
evidence is mixed as to whether the Brazilian entry tax
on inflows to domestic bond and equity markets was
effective in reducing the amount of portfolio inflows,
despite having an impact on the composition of capital flows (Box 1.5).

Increasing signs of a secular shift in asset allocation
to emerging markets require policies to enhance local
market absorption.
The policy measures adopted in many countries
have yet to address the overarching issue of a secular
asset allocation shift from developed markets to assets
in emerging economies. To this end, policies should
aim to enhance local market capacity to absorb capital
flows, tilting the balance in favor of long-term capital
and increasing the impact of foreign flows on employment and overall growth (Annex 1.4). Such policies
could entail unification of government bond-issuing
authorities, simplification of corporate bond issuance
procedures, removal of barriers for issuance, and other
regulatory, legal, and infrastructure improvements.

E. Policy Priorities
We are in a period of significant uncertainty for
financial stability. The economic recovery is proceeding,
accompanied by substantial market volatility. The recent
experience of the intertwining of sovereign and banking
risk, notably in the euro area, means that policymakers cannot relax their efforts to reduce refinancing risks,
strengthen sovereign and private balance sheets, and
reform regulatory frameworks. The risks posed by sovereign debt burdens must be addressed through the pursuit
of credible, medium-term strategies of fiscal consolidation. Policy action is needed in the financial sphere to:
(1) deal with the legacy problems in the banking sector,
including where necessary, recapitalization; and (2) pursue orderly and globally consistent regulatory reform. The
financial system remains fragile and ongoing cross-border
deleveraging could, under certain circumstances, initiate
a further adverse feedback loop between the financial
system and the real economy. Continuing forceful policy

35Chapter 4 of the April 2010 GFSR found that the impact of
capital controls has historically been mixed, and often temporary.
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measures are needed to ensure we remain firmly on
track toward building financial system resilience. This is
essential to underpin the economic recovery in the short
term and to achieve strong and sustained growth over
the medium term.
If the economy recovers as planned and sovereign
and bank funding strains continue to subside, banks
should be able to repair balance sheets and gradually rebuild capital buffers. This should facilitate the
resumption of credit and thus further favor the recovery. However, this report suggests that the European
financial system remains vulnerable to downside risks
and further funding strains if capital buffers are not
strengthened. In the United States, steps need to be
taken to safeguard against the repercussions for financial stability of a double dip in the real estate market
and the situation will require continued enhanced
surveillance.

Legacy problems in the banking system need to be
urgently addressed, and further support may be
necessary in the short term in certain cases to minimize
downside risks.
Crisis intervention policies have strengthened bank
balance sheets at the cost of a transitory weakening of
public balance sheets. Hence, the success of the overall
strategy will ultimately depend on quick and resolute
actions to solve structural problems in the banking
sector. Implementation failures or undue delays would
in turn expose sovereigns to considerable risks. Accordingly, the legacy problems in global banking systems
need to be addressed and financial regulation strengthened in order to better insulate sovereigns from risks
to private banking balance sheets going forward,
though the role of public sector support will continue
to be important in the short term.
Weaker nonviable financial institutions still need
to be resolved, and forced withdrawal of unprofitable
capacity may still be necessary, to enable the remaining
industry to become self-sustaining. This will require
urgent follow-through on commitments, such as in
Germany and Spain, to reduce excess capacity and
strengthen financial systems to restore confidence more
fully and enhance credit intermediation.
To protect against potential downside risks, banks
need to be better capitalized, have access to stable
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Box 1.5. Brazil’s Tax on Capital Inflows, 2009–10
Brazil’s reimposition of an upfront tax on capital
inflows in October 2009 triggered a wave of interest in many countries in the potential use of such
measures to limit exchange rate appreciation. There is
evidence that the Brazilian measures worked to change
the composition of capital inflows and that they had a
small but discernible impact on interest rate arbitrage.
However, they do not appear to have reduced aggregate capital flows into Brazil.
In response to heavy portfolio inflows and substantial exchange rate appreciation during the preceding
seven months, Brazil imposed a 2 percent entry tax
(the IOF) on inflows to domestic bond and equity
markets on October 19, 2009.1 Other types of capital
flows, including direct investment, and dollar borrowing by Brazilian banks and firms, were not directly
affected. The Finance Ministry announced that the
measure was intended to combat speculation in capital
markets, and to counteract the appreciation of the
real, which it viewed as damaging export industries
and employment. This was not the first time Brazil
had employed controls on portfolio inflows—up until
October 2008 it had levied a 1½ percent tax on bond
(but not equity) inflows, but the authorities had eliminated the tax in response to the financial crisis.
Nominal appreciation against the dollar came to an
end after the IOF was imposed, but reserves continued to rise steadily and the real continued to appreciate against the euro. Daily exchange-rate volatility was
essentially unchanged after the tax. Foreign reserves
continued to accumulate but at a reduced pace of
about $100 million a day, compared with a little more
than $200 million a day in the seven months before
the tax was imposed. Chow breakpoint tests fail to
show a decisive structural break associated with the
tax for either reserves accumulation or for the dollar
exchange rate.
Foreign investors appear to have exploited some
opportunities to divert flows away from investments
on which the IOF would have a significant impact to
those where it would not. Equity flows, which had
reached a record pace in March-October 2009, and
for which the effects of the IOF would have been
Note: This box was prepared by Chris Walker.
1IOF stands for Imposto sobre Operações Financeiras, as
the tax is known in Brazil.

significant, did diminish after October. However,
and somewhat surprisingly, the rate of inflows into
domestic bonds, where the impact of the IOF should
also have been large, remained quite robust after the
IOF was imposed. There were increases in short- and
long-term dollar borrowing, neither of which is
subject to the IOF in its present form. Foreign net
long real positions in the domestic derivatives market,
for which the effective incidence of the tax would
be much lower than in the bond market, have also
increased on average since the IOF.
Futures-implied offshore interest rates can be
constructed and compared with actual interest rates
to test the effectiveness of arbitrage under the capital
inflow tax. The nondeliverable-forwards (NDF)
implied interest rate in Brazilian reais, based on the
offshore nondeliverable currency forward, f90,off , can
be calculated as:
iBRL,off = (1 + is) (f90,off |e)4 – 1.
This measure can then be compared to the onshore
Brazilian three-month interest rate to determine a
“basis spread,” as BSoff = (iBRL,off – iBRL). Full covered
interest parity would entail that this be zero. For most
emerging markets, however, basis spreads are not zero,
even under normal market conditions.
If the IOF is effective in breaking the link between
domestic and foreign fixed-income markets, or in
inserting a wedge between the two, this should be
evident in market prices. If the new regulations eliminate arbitrage, or impose a cost of arbitrage between
domestic and offshore markets, then there should
be a difference between the implied interest rate in
Brazilian reais available offshore through the NDF
market, and the interest rate in reais available onshore
in Brazil. The implied interest rate in reais should be
lower offshore, where the IOF cannot be collected.
The basis spread derived from NDF trading should
become negative, entailing a lower-than-market interest rate in Brazilian reais. If the 2 percent IOF is fully
binding and if there had been full arbitrage before it
was imposed, then the basis spread should widen by
2 percent on instruments with a one-year maturity.
In the event, offshore basis spreads showed small
but discernible signs of shifting in the period after
imposition of the IOF. Offshore NDFs strength-
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ened relative to onshore currency forwards, and the
NDF-implied basis spread did widen, although by
only a fraction of the 2 percent (or 8 percent for
90-day instruments) that would occur if the IOF
were fully binding. Both of these relative movements
of offshore spreads were in a direction and of a magnitude consistent with a small but discernible effect

funding, and be able to earn self-sustaining margins.
Additional recapitalization and higher quality capital
are still required in many advanced economies to
achieve this objective. Supervisors should continue
to encourage banks to raise funding when markets
are open and to buttress capital. In some cases, when
sufficient capital cannot be raised in the marketplace
for an otherwise viable institution, further injections
of government capital may be needed to strengthen
balance sheets.

Exits in the short term from extraordinary financial
system support and economic stimulus have to be
carefully considered in this light.
With the situation still fragile, some of the public
support that has been given to banks in recent years
will have to be continued. Special liquidity or swap
34
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of the tax on cross-border arbitrage. There was little
movement in onshore spreads. Overall, movements
in Brazilian basis spreads did not diverge appreciably
from those of comparable emerging economies that
took no special actions during this period, suggesting that the net impact of the IOF on interest rate
arbitrage was not large.

facilities have already been provided in some cases,
and various countries’ government-guaranteed debt
issuance programs have been extended beyond their
original termination dates. Planned exit strategies from
unconventional monetary and financial support may
need to be delayed until the situation is more robust,
especially in Europe, paying due attention to the available fiscal room for maneuver. In some cases it may be
necessary to return to unconventional monetary policy
instruments whose use had been halted.
At the same time, care needs to be taken to ensure
that the need for extraordinary liquidity support
is temporary. Accordingly, sustained high levels
of reliance on such support should be reduced by
resolving or restructuring weak banking institutions
and addressing systemic banking system fragilities,
as discussed above. More generally, persistently low
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levels of interest rates can lead to side effects that
need careful monitoring. Easy money and liquidity
support are no substitutes for repairing and reforming financial sectors and realigning their incentives
to build stronger balance sheets and reduce excessive
risk taking.
Supranational sovereign funding backstops should
be made fully operational. Markets are relying on a
functional EFSF to prevent the spread of sovereign
financing risk within the euro area, and operational
risks have been mitigated by establishing the EFSF’s
financial structure, its credit rating, and its modus
operandi (e.g. seniority of its claims relative to other
creditors) so as to provide reassurance that financing would be available in a crisis. Similar reassurance
over multilateral backstops would also be advisable in
non-euro area Eastern European countries potentially
vulnerable to losses of market confidence.

In the medium term, risks to financial stability from
rising sovereign debt burdens and contingent liabilities
need to be reduced, given the extensive linkages to the
financial system.
Advanced economy sovereigns need to specify
credible growth-friendly fiscal consolidation measures that ensure a medium-term reduction of debt
levels, including the reform of entitlement programs,
and deliver on adjustment plans, generally starting
next year. (See the November 2010 Fiscal Monitor
for further discussion.) Fiscal measures need to be
complemented by structural reforms to improve competitiveness and raise trend growth, thereby reinforcing long-term fiscal solvency and strengthening the
financial system.
Governments need to manage and reduce their
contingent liabilities. First, authorities should work to
eliminate the ability of significant financial enterprises
in the public or private sectors to enjoy subsidized
borrowing costs from explicit or implicit taxpayer support. This applies most obviously to the U.S. GSEs,
which need to be reformed to prevent subsidized
risk-taking for private gain at taxpayers’ expense. (See
Annex 1.4 on reform options for the GSEs.) Also, the
German Landesbanken should be consolidated and
reformed to create viable and limited businesses that
do not require public support in the future. Moreover,
“too-important-to-fail” (TITF) entities also increase
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sovereign credit risk by gaining market share through
cheaper borrowing costs derived from assumed taxpayer support.36 Policymakers will have succeeded in
addressing the TITF problem only when “systemic”
institutions receive no significant benefit resulting
from their status through lower borrowing costs or
ratings uplifts and actively seek to lower their interconnectedness to reduce their regulatory requirements.
It is incumbent upon finance ministries and those
charged with overseeing systemic risk to ensure that
this happens.
Debt managers need to articulate credible mediumterm funding strategies for the composition and structure of their portfolios that complement the overall
financing approach. Information sharing and communication among bond investors and policymakers will
be critical in this effort. Essentially, advanced economy
debt managers need to adopt appropriate techniques
to mitigate financing risks in less liquid markets where
funding access is less reliable.37

The policy challenges for many emerging market
policymakers center on coping with the effects of
relative success and stability.
As this chapter has noted, it is now apparent that
the financial crisis has accelerated a trend of convergence and catch-up by emerging markets. Nevertheless, policymakers in these countries face significant
uncertainty in still volatile financial market conditions.
Although economic fundamentals are generally strong,
emerging economies may not be fully immune to
downside risks from an advanced economy slowdown.
Upside risks are also present and pose their own challenges, including the potential for renewed surges in
capital inflows. The current environment may thus call
for targeted use of macroprudential tools to reduce
volatility of, and sensitivity to, capital inflows and asset
price pressures, in combination with adequate macro-

36See Haldane (2010) for instance. Potential policy measures
include tougher supervisory standards for TITF firms, specific resolution mechanisms (insolvency regimes; “living wills”; viable crossborder insolvency regimes), additional capital requirements linked to
systemic risks, limits on market share or asset size, and restrictions
on activities of TITF firms (see the April 2010 GFSR, Box 1.5).
37See “Stockholm Principles,” Guiding Principles for Managing Sovereign Risk and High Levels of Public Debt (IMF,
2010c).
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economic policies (including exchange rate flexibility).
In some cases, rapid capital outflows could be a risk
if the authorities lose credibility over ensuring fiscal
sustainability or control of inflation.

More vulnerable emerging economies should persist
with economic and financial adjustment to shore up
stability.
In the emerging markets most affected by the
crisis, like those in the CEE and CIS regions, policies should continue to help improve the health
of sovereign and private balance sheets given
heightened global concerns over sovereign risks. A
comprehensive consolidation strategy will be critical
to safeguard fiscal sustainability. Financial policies
should aim at achieving an orderly deleveraging and
lay the foundations for a recovery in credit growth.
To restore and safeguard financial stability, banks
need to be well-capitalized, and steps need to be
taken to strengthen the supervisory and institutional
framework, to address the problem of impaired
assets, and to reduce currency mismatches on private sector balance sheets. Recent currency volatility
has highlighted the need to examine the impact of
domestic currency depreciation on borrowers in
foreign currency loans, and how the increased likelihood of default can be mitigated.

The new financial architecture must be clarified
and specified to lay the foundations of a properly
robust financial system, consistent with an orderly
deleveraging of private banks.
The steps taken to address financial fragility thus
far contain many of the elements necessary to promote stability (see Box 1.6). However, more progress
is needed, in some cases urgently (e.g., U.S. GSE
reform). A number of proposals still lack the specificity
and calibration needed for their implementation.
A key concern has been whether the reforms
would lower the availability, or raise the cost, of
credit and hence adversely affect economic growth
before the recovery is well established. Recently
published work led by the BCBS and the FSB, conducted in close collaboration with the IMF regarding
the macroeconomic impact, suggests that reforms
to strengthen bank capital and liquidity requirements would have only a modestly adverse temporary
36
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impact on aggregate output and clear net long-term
economic benefits (see Box 1.7).
We welcome the recent proposals of the BCBS,
which represent a substantial improvement in the
quality and quantity of capital in comparison with the
pre-crisis situation. Common equity will represent a
higher proportion of capital and thus allow for greater
loss absorption. Also, the amount of intangibles and
qualified assets will be limited to 15 percent.38 Phasein arrangements have been developed to allow banks
to move to these higher standards mainly through
retention of earnings.
As the global financial system stabilizes and the world
economic recovery is firmly entrenched, phasing out
intangibles completely and scaling back the transition
period should be considered. This will raise further
banking sector resilience to absorb any shocks that
may lie ahead. It would have been desirable to provide
for the eventual exclusion of all intangible assets from
capital, and, under the baseline scenario of the WEO,
shorter phase-in periods would not have placed undue
pressure on the banking system and the economy. The
longer financial institutions remain with lower buffers,
the higher the burden will be on supervisors.
The process of banks’ refinancing can be smoothed
by giving banks certainty over the future measures
of liquidity risk against which they will be judged.39
Moreover, regulators need to insist not just on robust
capital and liquidity buffers for banks but also on a
consistent application of regulations to the “shadow”
banking system and the enhancement of market
infrastructures, thereby contributing to significant
reductions in systemic risk (Barrell and others, 2009).
It is also essential to address the systemic threat posed
by “too important to fail” institutions through the
introduction of regulation, supervision, and resolution
frameworks which adequately take into account their
cross-border dimension. Generally, failing to globally
address systemic risk will leave an oversized burden
to national supervisors and regulators and a financial
system that is vulnerable to future crises.

38These include deferred tax assets, mortgage servicing rights,
significant investments in common shares of financial institutions, and other intangible assets.
39See Chapter 2 for a fuller discussion of the Basel proposals
on liquidity risk.
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Box 1.6. Key Findings of the U.S. Financial Sector Assessment Program
Systemic market pressures have abated following a
bold and aggressive policy response, but the cost of
intervention has been high and stability is still tenuous. Implementing reforms recently signed into law is
the next challenge.
The factors that contributed to the crisis were
multifaceted but underscored regulatory weaknesses. The scale and breadth of the global financial
crisis revealed critical shortcomings and gaps in the
U.S. supervisory and regulatory framework, both at
a micro- and macro-prudential level, as well as insufficient market discipline. These weaknesses allowed
an unsustainable buildup of vulnerabilities prior to
the crisis that ultimately led to the crisis itself. These
included a massive lending boom, a housing bubble, a
rapid rise of a “shadow” banking system, a decline in
underwriting standards, weaknesses in risk management, governance, and compensation structures, and
the growing use of complex derivative and structured
credit instruments whose risk properties and contribution to systemic fragility were poorly understood.
Although bolder action could have been envisaged,
most of the major provisions of the Dodd-Frank
regulatory reform legislation are in line with Financial
Sector Assessment Program (FSAP) recommendations.
Less than three years after the beginning of the crisis,
the U.S. authorities signed into law a comprehensive
package of reforms that addresses many of the exposed
weaknesses and gaps, even if it missed the opportunity
for streamlining the complex regulatory architecture.
If well implemented, it could address many of the
issues that left the system vulnerable, bolstering market discipline and stability through better transparency
and less complexity. The priority now is to ensure
effective implementation in the following ways:
• Effective discharge of macro-prudential responsibilities, including through proactive identification and
Note: This box was prepared by Andrea M. Maechler.

To mitigate deleveraging, authorities still need to
foster the return of safe private sector securitization.40
40See Chapter 2 of the October 2009 GFSR on restarting
securitization.

prompt response to systemic risks by the newly
established Financial Sector Oversight Council.
• Stronger micro-prudential regulation and supervision involving more robust and consistent regulation and consolidated supervision, particularly for
systemic institutions, forceful action to improve
cooperation among multiple regulatory agencies,
and closing of material gaps in market regulation.
• Stronger market discipline, including through new
liquidation mechanisms to ensure the orderly
resolution of failing systemic financial groups as
well as reform of credit policies that have imposed
conflicting mandates on supervisors and weakened the financial position of the housing-related
government-sponsored enterprises.
• Continued U.S. role in building an international
consensus on reforms, including ensuring that
U.S. legislation does not widen the scope for regulatory arbitrage.
Stress tests carried out by the FSAP team showed
pockets of vulnerabilities in the system and considerable interdependencies among institutions. Thanks to
substantial public and private capital injections, capital
buffers now appear adequate from a systemic perspective. Nonetheless, some institutions may still face
strains even under a baseline macroeconomic scenario,
given the lagged effects of the economic downturn on
credit quality, regulatory demands for higher capital,
and the continuing adjustment to more sustainable levels of leverage. And even a modestly adverse
scenario in which growth dropped and unemployment
remained high could leave important parts of the
system—especially the regional and smaller banks—
facing further difficulties. The tests also illustrated the
significant linkages within the banking system, cautioning that a shock to one bank could spill over to
the system overall. The linkages extended abroad and
distress in U.S. banks could not only affect banks in
Europe, but the effect also could flow the other way.

The high degree of securitization in some countries
before the crisis means that if the level of aggregate
credit is not to shrink sharply over the next five years,
banks must raise capital to hold more loans outright,
issue covered bonds, and/or securitization activity
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Box 1.7. Macroeconomic Costs of Regulatory Measures
Since February 2010, the IMF has participated
in two international working groups to estimate the
potential macroeconomic costs of global measures
to strengthen the resilience of banking systems.1
The Macroeconomic Assessment Group (MAG)
focused on transitional macroeconomic costs, while
the second group focused on long-term economic
impact (LEI). The groups published their respective
reports on August 16, 2010.2 The results of these
analyses suggest that the macroeconomic effects of
the main regulatory measures evaluated—increases in
capital and liquidity requirements—are likely to have
a much less adverse macroeconomic impact in both
the short and long terms than has been suggested
by financial industry estimates (such as those of the
Institute of International Finance – IIF), and more
in line with academic estimates.3
The MAG analysis of the transitional effects of
tighter capital requirements used a variety of different estimation techniques and models applied to
diverse economies with a view to obtaining results
that are robust to errors in modeling approaches and
assumptions. The results suggest that a 1 percentage
point increase in the required ratio of capital relative
to risk-weighted assets (TCE/RWA) would typically
lead to a peak reduction in real GDP by less than
0.2 percent. The analysis found that the impact was
Note: This box was prepared by Scott Roger.
1Participating countries were Australia, Brazil, Canada,
China, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and United
States. Other participants were the Bank for International
Settlements, European Central Bank, the European Commission, and the IMF.
2The interim MAG report is available at www.bis.org/
publ/othp10.pdf?noframes=1); the LEI report is available at
www.bis.org/publ/bcbs173.pdf?noframes=1.
3The IIF and MAG/LEI results, however, are not directly
comparable. The MAG and LEI analyses focus on changes
in capital and liquidity requirements, while the IIF includes
a significantly wider range of possible measures, including changes in the definition of capital, introduction of
countercyclical capital requirements, and increases in U.S.
bank funding costs in response to changes in Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation coverage. Other differences stem from
different assumptions regarding monetary policy responses to
regulatory measures, bank dividend policies, and very different approaches to estimating the macroeconomic effects of
changes in bank lending spreads and volumes.
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sensitive to assumptions about how banks respond
to higher capital requirements. If banks respond
by increasing lending spreads or cutting dividends
in order to raise capital, the macroeconomic costs
would be substantially less than if they cut lending. The analysis also found that around half of the
adverse impact of higher capital or liquidity requirements could be offset by an easing of the stance of
monetary policy. Both findings tend to point toward
the benefits of a relatively gradual implementation
of tighter capital requirements. A longer implementation period would be likely to lead both to
more adjustment through raising capital rather than
through cutting lending and to greater scope for
monetary policy to take offsetting actions.
The LEI analysis looked at long-run costs and
benefits of regulatory measures. On the cost side,
the LEI group estimated that a 1 percentage point
increase in capital adequacy requirements would
reduce real GDP by about 0.1 percent—about
half the transitional cost estimated by the MAG.
Increased liquidity requirements would have a
roughly similar GDP effect. To the extent that the
required return on bank equity is reduced by having
sounder banks, the long-run cost would be even
lower. On the benefit side, the analysis suggests that
higher capital ratios would reduce the risk of crises
and the associated loss of output, though the benefit
would tend to diminish as capital ratios increase. In
principle, it would be appropriate to raise the capital
ratio to the point where the marginal cost of raising
capital requirements was equal to the marginal benefit in terms of output losses associated with crises.
However, a simple evaluation of this “break-even”
point is complicated by the substantial uncertainty,
based on experience, between the level of capital
ratios and the probability and severity of financial
crises and their impact on GDP.
The IMF contributed to the MAG and LEI
analyses in three ways. First it provided the various
national forecasters with a common set of assumptions regarding the external macroeconomic environment faced by each country, based on the April
2010 World Economic Outlook forecasts. Second,
the IMF estimated the macroeconomic effects of
changes in capital and liquidity requirements using
dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE)
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Peak Euro Area Output Effects of a 2 Percentage Point Increase in Required Bank Capital Ratios
(In percentage points of GDP)

Bank Response
Cut in Lending
Assumptions
Monetary policy response
Two-year implementation
Four-year implementation
No monetary policy response
Two-year implementation
Four-year implementation

Cut in Dividends

Higher Lending
Margins

Reduction in Loan
Riskiness

No Change in Loan
Riskiness

–0.5
–0.3

–0.6
–0.4

–0.9
–0.5

–1.3
–0.8

–0.8
–0.4

–0.9
–0.6

–1.2
–0.7

–1.9
–1.1

Source: IMF staff estimates.

models for the euro area and the United States
(Roger and Vlcek, forthcoming). This was used
in both the MAG and LEI exercises. In the MAG
analysis, the DSGE models were used to estimate
the impact of a rise in capital requirements. The
results varied considerably according to how banks
were assumed to adjust, the scope for a monetary
policy response, and the length of the implementation period. The table gives an idea of the range of
potential outcomes for the euro area. Estimates for
the United States were very similar.
Faced with an increase in required capital ratios,
banks can respond by cutting dividend payments or
raising lending spreads in order to increase retained
earnings held as capital. Alternatively, they can cut
lending in order to reduce assets, either across the
board or focusing on cutting the riskier assets. The
table shows that actions to raise capital would have a
much less adverse effect on GDP than cutting lending, especially if the lending cuts were not focused
on the high risk-weighted portion of the loan
portfolio. The table also shows that lengthening the
implementation period and allowing monetary policy
to take the regulatory tightening into account would
both substantially reduce the peak output effects.
Higher liquidity requirements would also have an
adverse transitory impact on output, as banks would
need to raise lending spreads or cut dividends to offset
the loss of income associated with holding a higher
proportion of low-yielding assets. However, the analysis indicated that much of the adverse effect would
be offset by the favorable impact of higher liquidity
on risk-weighted assets and, therefore, on the capital
adequacy ratio. As a result, it was estimated that a

25 percent increase in liquidity requirements would
reduce output by a peak of about 0.2 percent of GDP.
The DSGE models were also used in the LEI
analysis. In this context, the model results suggested
that in the long run a 1 percent increase in the TCE/
RWA ratio might cut the level of GDP by about
0.1 percent. The model was also used to investigate
the impact of countercyclical capital requirements,
and found that a countercyclical rule linked to credit
growth might reduce output variability by around
one-third in the euro area, and by around one-quarter
in the United States.
The third area in which the IMF contributed to
the MAG and LEI analysis was in the estimation of
international spillovers associated with the introduction of regulatory measures. This analysis employed
a multi-country model with trade and financial
linkages.4 The model was first used to estimate the
impact of increases in interest rate spreads associated
with higher capital and liquidity requirements on a
country-by-country basis, similar to what was done
using individual national models, and served as a
check on national estimates. Then the model was used
to estimate the effects of all countries raising interest
spreads simultaneously. The difference, which represents the spillovers not taken into account in countryby-country analyses, boosted the estimated impact of
the measures by around one-quarter.

4The model is a modified version of the model presented
in Vitek (2009).
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needs to recover. This can be assisted by improving
investors’ understanding of risks and the rating process
(e.g., U.S. credit card securitization has been comparatively less affected by the crisis due to its familiar
structure). For the return of safer securitization it is
essential to introduce closer supervision, better incentives for issuers, and public disclosure to ensure that
securitized products are well understood.
In sum, this is an ambitious policy agenda, but
one that is needed to provide the greatest protection
against future shocks and crises, and ensure continuing global financial stability. This is essential to
underpin the economic recovery over the short run
and to achieve strong and sustained growth over the
medium term.

Figure 1.34. Public Debt, Advanced Economies:
Impact of Adverse Growth Shock
(In percent of GDP)
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Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook (October 2010); and IMF staff
calculations for growth and debt projections; European Commission (2005)
and Girouard and André (2005) for elasticity of revenues and expenditures to
output shock
Note: Includes a 1 percent reduction in real GDP actual growth between
2010 and 2015; the growth shock affects only the output gap, and it is
assumed to leave potential GDP unaltered.

Annex 1.1. Impact of Adverse Growth Shock on
Advanced Economy Debt Ratios41
This annex provides further detail on the sensitivities of advanced economy debt-to-GDP ratios to a
growth shock described in Figure 1.7. We develop two
scenarios: the baseline (i.e., the WEO forecast) and the
low-growth scenario, where growth is 1 percent less
than in the baseline between 2010 and 2015. These
scenarios assume that that potential GDP is unaffected
by the growth shock and that governments refrain
from any corrective discretionary action to smooth
the impact. As a consequence, the shock affects the
deficit and debt GDP ratios through higher automatic
stabilizers and the change in the GDP base.
In the low-growth scenario, the public debt-toGDP ratio dt is assumed to evolve as:
dt = dt–1(1 + rt ) – pbt ,
where pbt is the primary balance and rt is the growth
adjusted interest rate. In turn the primary balance is
calculated as:
pbt = pbtWEO + (ηR – ηG ) Δogt ,
where pbWEO is the primary balance to GDP ratio of
the baseline scenario, ηR and ηG are semi-elasticity of
revenues and expenditures to changes in the output
gap, and Δogt is the change in output gap between the

41This
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Table 1.2. Low-Growth Shock: Impact Analysis and Rating
(In percent of GDP)

Gross General Government Debt/GDP

Japan
Greece
Italy
Netherlands
Belgium
Denmark
Portugal
France
Iceland
Austria
Germany
Sweden
Spain
Finland
Ireland
Cyprus
United Kingdom
Malta
United States
Canada
Czech Republic
Slovenia
Israel
Slovak Republic
Australia
Norway
Luxembourg
Switzerland
New Zealand
Korea

Baseline

Baseline

Low-Growth
Scenario

Change
BaselineLow Growth
Scenario

2010

2015

2015

2015

Automatic
Stabilizers

Change in the
GDP Base

225.5
130.2
118.4
66.0
100.2
44.1
83.1
84.1
121.6
70.0
75.3
41.7
63.5
50.0
92.2
60.8
76.7
70.0
92.7
81.7
40.1
34.5
76.7
41.8
22.1
54.3
20.1
39.5
31.0
32.1

250.4
135.5
118.5
79.0
107.5
41.4
97.3
89.0
80.8
77.9
76.5
29.8
82.8
65.6
102.7
72.8
86.4
69.8
110.2
74.1
57.3
36.6
70.9
45.1
22.5
51.0
31.4
35.0
33.7
21.8

269.1
153.4
136.0
96.2
124.4
57.7
113.2
104.4
95.3
92.2
90.6
43.6
96.3
78.8
115.7
85.8
99.2
82.5
122.4
86.2
68.1
47.1
81.0
55.1
32.5
60.8
41.2
44.5
41.6
27.6

18.7
18.0
17.5
17.2
16.9
16.4
15.8
15.4
14.6
14.3
14.1
13.8
13.4
13.2
13.0
13.0
12.8
12.8
12.2
12.2
10.8
10.6
10.1
10.0
10.0
9.8
9.8
9.5
7.9
5.9

6.8
10.5
11.2
13.6
12.0
14.1
11.2
11.1
9.0
10.6
10.3
11.8
9.8
10.7
8.7
10.0
9.0
9.2
7.4
7.9
8.7
8.9
6.6
8.1
8.9
8.3
8.7
7.6
6.2
4.8

11.9
7.4
6.3
3.6
4.9
2.3
4.6
4.3
5.5
3.7
3.7
2.0
3.6
2.5
4.3
3.0
3.9
3.5
4.7
4.2
2.1
1.7
3.5
2.0
1.1
1.5
1.1
1.9
1.6
1.1

Impact of the Shock on
2015 Debt due to:

Sources: IMF, October 2010 World Economic Outlook; IMF staff calculations for growth and debt projections; European Commission
(2005) and Girouard and André (2005) for elasticity of revenues and expenditures to output shock. Based on calendar year GDP.

baseline and the low-growth scenario. The interest rate
is derived by dividing the amount of interest payments
by the stock of debt observed at the end of the preceding year.42
Table 1.2 decomposes the overall impact of the
shock in the contribution of automatic stabilizers and that of the change in the GDP base, while
Figure 1.34 shows the dynamic of these two factors
for the aggregate of advanced countries. The impact of

42For

background methodological details, see Escolano (2010).

the growth shock depends on two factors: the size of
the pre-shock stock of public debt and the size of the
automatic stabilizers.

Annex 1.2. Systemic Contingent Claims Analysis
of Banking and Sovereign Risk43
Contingent claims analysis (CCA) stems from
option pricing theory pioneered by Black and

43This

annex was prepared by Dale Gray and Andreas Jobst.
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Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973), and, thus,
is forward-looking by construction, providing a
consistent framework based on current market
conditions rather than on historical experience.44
When applied to the analysis and measurement of
credit risk, CCA is commonly called the “Merton
Model,” which is predicated on three market-implied
principles: (1) the values of liabilities (equity and
debt) are derived from assets; (2) liabilities have different priority (i.e., senior and junior claims); and,
(3) assets follow a stochastic process. Assets (defined
as the present value of income flows, proceeds from
asset sales, etc.) are stochastic and over a certain time
horizon may be above or below promised payments
on debt, which constitute a default barrier. The basic
analytical tool is the risk-adjusted (CCA) balance
sheet where the total market value of bank assets, A,
is equal to the sum of its equity market value, E, and
its risky debt, D, maturing at time T. Asset value is
stochastic and may fall below the value of outstanding liabilities, which constitute the bankruptcy level
B (“default threshold” or “distress barrier”). B is
defined as the present value of promised payments
on debt discounted at the risk-free rate.45 The value
of risky debt is equal to default-free debt minus the
present value of expected loss due to default. The
equity value can be computed as the value of a call
option, E(t) = A(t) N(d1) – Be–rt N(d2) where r is
the risk-free rate, σ is the asset return volatility, and
N(d ) is the cumulative probability of the standard
normal density function below d.

∙∙ ∙

∙

ln A + r + σ2 T
B
2
−
d1 = _________________ and d2 = d1 – σ√T.
−
σ√T

The present value of market-implied expected losses
associated with outstanding liabilities can be valued as
an implicit put option, which is calculated with the
default threshold B as strike price on the asset value A
of each institution. Thus, the present value of market44Although

market prices are subject to market conditions not
formally captured in this approach, they endogenize the capital
structure impact of government interventions.
45Moody’s KMV defines this barrier equal to total short-term
debt plus one-half of long-term debt.
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implied expected loss can be computed as PE(t) =
Be–rT N(–d2) – A(t) N(–d1).
Several widely used techniques have been developed
to calibrate the CCA models using a combination
of balance sheet information and forward-looking
information from equity markets. The market value of
assets of corporations and financial institutions cannot
be observed directly but it can be implied using financial asset prices. From the observed prices and volatilities of market-traded securities, one can estimate the
implied values and volatilities of the underlying assets
in financial institutions.46
Once the asset value and asset volatility are known,
together with the default barrier, time horizon, and
the discount rate r, the values of the implicit put
option, PE(t), can be calculated.47 The credit spread,
s, is related to the implicit put option and the default
barrier, B, and can thus be written as a function of the
risk-neutral default probability (RNDP) and loss given
default (LGD).
s = –T–1 ln (1 – PE (t)/Be–rT)
= –T–1 ln(1 – RNDP×LGD).
For robustness, however, we define PE(t) consistent
with the closed-form Gram-Charlier model in Backus,
Foresi, and Wu (2004), which allows for kurtosis
and skewness in returns and does not require market
option prices to implement, but is constructed using
the same diffusion process for stock prices as the
Black-Scholes model.

Systemic Contingent Claims Analysis Methodology
The goal is to measure the expected losses in the
financial sector (and the systemic risk stemming from
multiple institutions), which entails measuring the joint,
46In the traditional Merton (1973) model, the calibration
requires knowledge about value of equity, E, the volatility of
equity, σE, and the distress barrier as inputs into equations E
= A0N(d1) – Be–rt N(d2) and EσE = AσA N(d1) in order to
calculate the implied asset value A and implied asset volatility σA.
Note that all input variables are calculated from market prices,
with the exception of the default barrier, which is derived from
the default point (i.e., short-term debt plus half of long-term
debt) provided by Moody’s KMV for each sample firm. See Gray,
Merton, and Bodie (2007, 2008); and Gray (2009).
47The implicit put option P (t) equals the default probability
E
(DP) times the LGD.
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or systemic, financial sector risk from the implicit put
options (i.e., expected losses) from CCA for individual
financial institutions. However, a simple summation of
the implicit put options presupposes that the correlation
between them is one. In addition, conventional (bivariate) correlation is ill-suited for systemic risk analysis when
extreme events occur jointly (and in a nonlinear fashion).
To address this issue, we view the financial sector as a
portfolio of expected losses (with individual risk parameters),
whose joint implicit put option value is defined as the
multivariate density of each financial institution’s individual marginal distribution of market-implied expected
losses and their time-varying dependence structure.
We apply the so-called “systemic CCA framework,”
which quantifies systemic risk of market-implied
expected losses from the financial sector based on the
conceptual underpinnings of the CCA methodology.
This framework combines equity market data and
accounting information to define a default barrier to
infer the risk-adjusted balance sheets for individual
financial institutions and then estimate the dependence
between them in order to estimate the joint marketimplied expected losses as point estimates of a multivariate distribution (Gray and Jobst, 2010; Gray, Jobst,
and Malone, 2010; IMF, 2010d). We assume that the
marginal distributions of individual expected losses fall
within the domain of generalized extreme value (GEV)
distribution, which identifies possible limiting laws
of asymptotic tail behavior of normalized extremes in
order to quantify the possibility of common extreme
shocks (Pickands, 1981; Coles, Heffernan and Tawn,
1999; Poon, Rockinger, and Tawn, 2004; Jobst, 2007).
The choice of the empirical distribution function of
the underlying data to model the marginal distributions avoids problems associated with using specific
parameters that may or may not fit these distributions
well—a problem potentially exacerbated during stressful
periods (IMF, 2009a, pp. 130–31).48 As opposed to
the traditional (pairwise) correlation-based approach,
this method of measuring “tail dependence” is better
suited to analyzing extreme linkages of multiple (rather

48The

dependence function is estimated iteratively on a unit
simplex that optimizes the coincidence of multiple series of
cross-classified random variables—similar to a chi-statistic that
measures the statistical likelihood that observed values will differ
from their expected distribution.
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than only two) entities, because it links the univariate
marginal distributions in a way that formally captures
both linear and nonlinear dependence over time while
explicitly accounting for joint tail behavior.

Measuring Expected Losses and Contingent Liabilities
from the Financial Sector
To measure the implicit and explicit government
guarantees (contingent liabilities) we define α as the
fraction of bank default risk covered by the government so α PE(t) is a measure of the contingent
liability due to implicit and explicit guarantees, and
(1 – α)PE(t) is the risk retained by the banks. It is this
retained risk that is reflected in bank CDS prices. In
cases where the sovereign spread is below the bank
spread, the implicit put option calculated for each
financial institution from equity market and balance sheet information using CCA can be combined
with information from CDS markets to estimate the
government’s contingent liabilities. However, in cases
where the sovereign spread is higher than the spread
that reflects the default risk in the bank, there can be
a spillover from the sovereign that increases the bank’s
CDS spreads. The spreads for the banks can be seen
as a function of the implicit put option (derived from
equity information) times the fraction of risk retained
by the banks (as described in the systemic CCA
section above) plus a premium (δ) if high sovereign
spreads spill over to increase bank spreads:
(1 – α)PEquity,Bank
1
sBank = – __ ln(1 – ______________) + δ.
T
BBanke–rT

Sovereign Contingent Claims Analysis and the Interaction
between the Sovereign and the Banks
The CCA framework can be used to calibrate riskadjusted sovereign balance sheets and integrated with
banking sector balance sheets in a simple but illustrative framework to show the interaction and potential
destabilization of values of spreads and risks in both
the sovereign and banking sectors. Distressed financial
institutions can lead to large government contingent
liabilities, which in turn reduce government assets
and lead to higher risk of default on sovereign debt.
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Distressed sovereigns have high spreads that can spill
over to the banking sector. The CCA approach can
be adapted to the sovereign (Gapen and others, 2005;
Gray, Merton, and Bodie, 2007). For developed country sovereigns, CCA can be adapted in the following
way. The value of sovereign debt can be seen as having
two components, the default-free value (promised
payment value) and the expected loss associated with
default when the assets are insufficient to meet the
promised payments. The value of sovereign assets at
time horizon T, relative to the promised payments on
sovereign debt (the sovereign debt or distress barrier) is
the driver of these expected losses. There is a random
element to the way the sovereign asset value evolves
over time. In the absence of measureable sovereign
equity and equity volatility, such as in the case of a
developed country sovereign where the assets and debt
are all in the same currency, the CCA can be used to
derive an implied value for sovereign assets based on
expected losses on sovereign debt derived from the full
term structure of sovereign spreads.
This framework of interactions between the sovereign and banks can quantify the various spillovers and
feedbacks described earlier in Figure 1.5. A simple
model shows the ways in which sovereign and bank
spreads can interact and potentially lead to a destabilization process. If sovereign spreads increase, this can
lead to an increase in bank spreads because (1) the
implicit bank put option could increase as the value of
the bank’s holdings of government debt decreases; (2)
the banks may have higher borrowing costs as higher
sovereign borrowing costs spill over to them (i.e., the
premium (δ) increases); and (3) in the event of severe
sovereign distress, the credibility of sovereign bank
guarantees could decrease.

An adverse feedback loop could arise in the situation where the financial system is large compared to
the government and distress in the financial system
triggers a large increase in government financial
guarantees/contingent liabilities. Potential costs to
the government, due to the guarantees, can lead to
a rise in sovereign spreads. Banks’ spreads depend
on retained risk, which is lower given the application of government guarantees, and also on the
creditworthiness of the sovereign (as a result of fiscal
sustainability and debt service burden), as investors
view the banks’ and sovereign risk as intertwined.
44
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Concern that the government balance sheet will not
be strong enough for it to make good on guarantees
could lead to deposit withdrawals or a cutoff of credit
to the financial sector, triggering a destructive feedback
where both bank and sovereign spreads increase.49 In
some situations, this vicious cycle can spiral out of
control, resulting in the inability of the government to
provide sufficient guarantees to banks and leading to a
systemic financial crisis and a sovereign debt crisis.
There can also be constructive feedback loops. For
example, results from banking stress tests required by
regulators can lead to transparency and capital-raising
by banks that lower bank spreads, reduce the cost
of implicit and explicit government guarantees, and
reduce government spreads, which can feed back, helping banks borrow more cheaply.
Box 1.2 uses the systemic CCA and sovereign CCA
to examine the interactions between the health of bank
balance sheets, contingent liabilities of the sovereign to
the banks, and sovereign spreads in a small subset of
European countries. The figures in that box shows the
systemic CCA market implied expected losses—average
and tail losses for selected European banking systems.
The systemic CCA implied CDS spread (derived from
equity and balance sheet information and incorporating
the systemic CCA model dependence structure, 50th
percentile) can be compared to the weighted observed
bank CDS spreads and to sovereign spreads. It is useful
to contrast two very different situations. For countries
where the banking risk spillover to the sovereign is the
dominant risk transmission channel, the systemic CCA
implied CDS spreads are higher than the sovereign and
actual bank spreads (e.g., systemic CCA implied CDS
could be 600–700 basis points as compared to sovereign
and bank observed spreads in the 200–300 basis point
range). This is consistent with a depressing effect of
widespread government guarantees on actual bank CDS
spreads. At the other extreme is the case where bank
systemic CCA implied CDS have surpassed sovereign
spreads and observed bank CDS spreads have moved in
lock step with sovereign spreads, with both being above
the systemic CCA implied CDS. In such cases it is possible that 300 to 500 basis points of observed bank spreads
are due to the spillover from sovereign spreads.

49The

Iceland crisis of 2008 is a case in point.
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Box 1.8. Calibrating a Sovereign Risk-Adjusted Contingent Claims Analysis (CCA) Balance Sheet
Sovereign spreads are related to the sovereign
implicit put option (Psov) and sovereign default barrier
(Bsov) via the following relationship:
ssov = –

(

)

Psov
1
ln 1 – ______
.
T
Bsove–rT

Using sovereign CCA, the formula for the ratio of
the sovereign implicit put option to the sovereign
default barrier present value is:
Psov
Asov ____
1
______
= N(–d2) – ___
N(–d1),
Bsov e–rT
Bsove–rT
which is inserted in the sovereign spread equation
above. Market data can then be used to estimate
implied sovereign assets and sovereign asset volatility. The full term structure of the sovereign CDS
(CDS for years 1, 3, 5, 7, and 10) is used to estimate
(1) sovereign “leverage ratio”—the ratio of sovereign
default barrier to the implied sovereign asset level; and
(2) implied volatility, σA, that most closely matches

The methodology to calibrate sovereign “leverage
ratio” and sovereign asset values described in Box 1.8
was applied to several European countries. Information
on sovereign debt structure provides an estimate of the
sovereign default barrier, which then is used to back
out estimated sovereign assets. We can compare the
size of government contingent liabilities as a percent of
sovereign assets and assess the sensitivity of sovereign
spreads to changes in contingent liabilities to the
banks, or changes in the sovereign default barrier (due
to rollover risks or shortening of maturity), or changes
in sovereign assets (due to changes in fiscal revenues
and expenditures). Using assumptions of both a moderate and high level of government guarantees to the
banking sector (50 percent and 85 percent, respectively), the ratio of expected losses in the banking
system to sovereign assets can be estimated. This measure can be used to estimate the change in sovereign
spreads that would result from a change in expected
bank losses for a given level of government guarantees
for the banking system as shown in Box 1.2.

the observed sovereign spread term structure. In a second step, sovereign debt data is used to estimate the
level of the sovereign default barrier, and dividing this
estimate of the default barrier by the leverage ratio
gives an estimate of the implied sovereign asset value.
The sovereign asset value can be broken down into
its key components: reserves (R), present value of the
primary fiscal surplus (PVPS), implicit and explicit
contingent liability (αPutE,Banks), and “Other” remainder items:

Asov,t=0 = R + PVPS – αPutE,Banks + Other.
Thus an increase in the sovereign contingent
liabilities to the banks, αPE(t), decreases sovereign
assets, which in turn increases the sovereign expected
losses in sovereign debt, Psov, which increases sovereign
spreads. This framework can also be used to analyze
the potential impact on sovereign spreads of changes
in the composition of sovereign short- and long-term
debt (rollover risks), which affects the default barrier
and in turn affects sovereign credit spreads.

The results indicate that contingent liabilities stemming from the banks included in the sample remain
large, with significant tail risks from potential bank
losses. Furthermore, should these contingent liabilities
materialize, they could have a significant impact on
the cost of funding and creditworthiness for some
sovereigns. In some countries, high sovereign credit
spreads could then spill over and increase bank spreads
and raise funding pressures.

Annex 1.3. Analyzing Portfolio Inflows to
Emerging and Selected Advanced Markets50
Short-term capital flows to emerging and selected
advanced markets have been broadly strong, though
not without periods of retrenchment during the global
credit crisis. To help inform policymakers about the
characteristics of capital flows and the potential impact
50This annex was prepared by Ken Miyajima and Huanhuan
Zheng.
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Brazilian Equities
4

40

on local asset prices, this annex analyzes the persistence
of capital flows and the dynamic interaction among
flows, returns, and return volatility, using custodial
flow data. It finds that persistence has increased across
a number of emerging and selected advanced markets—more so than, for instance, in the United States.
In addition, there appears to be a self-reinforcing
cycle, whereby elevated foreign inflows are driven by
higher asset returns and lower market volatility, in turn
potentially leading to potentially unrealistic perceptions of higher risk-adjusted returns and an underpricing of risk. Strong inflows, particularly when driven
by herding behavior, could have negative implications
for financial stability if they are followed by sudden
reversals or stops.
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Data Description
The portfolio flow data are drawn from iFlowsm
provided by BNY Mellon, the world’s largest custodian with total assets of more than $22 trillion.51
Approximately 85 to 90 percent of the holdings are
based on real money investors, including institutional
managers, pension funds, and central banks. The data
are daily, updated on a trade-date basis, and stationary. The particular dataset analyzed in this annex
represents bond and equity flows in terms of net purchases, covering 50 economies (both advanced and
emerging) from January 1, 1997 to June 16, 2010.
The dataset represents about 15 to 23 percent of
the outstanding stock of tradable securities in most
markets, and nearly half of the securities are nonU.S. While daily equity flow data are available from
various stock exchanges for a number of emerging
markets, the BNY Mellon iFlowsm data cover a wider
range of countries and include both bond and equity
flows. Various tests indicate that the dataset is fairly
consistent with the official balance of payments data,
at least in emerging and selected advanced markets
(Figures 1.35 and 1.36).52
51Guidance

on iFlowsm data and interpretation provided by
Samarjit Shankar, Managing Director, BNY Mellon.
52For example, net equity flows to Brazil reported by BNY
Mellon represent about 10 percent of those recorded in the balance of payments, with a correlation coefficient of 84 percent.
Similarly, net bond flows to Korea represent about 5 percent of
those recorded in the balance of payments, with a correlation
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The data show that bond and equity flows to
emerging and selected advanced markets remained
strong throughout the global credit crisis, particularly
to Asia and Latin America, the two key destinations
for custody flows in such markets (Figures 1.37 and
1.38). Likely reflecting concerns about fiscal and external vulnerabilities, foreign investors have continued to
retrench in Europe, Middle East, and Africa (EMEA)
bonds since 2007. By way of comparison, foreign
equity flows to mature markets started falling in early
2006, and continued to decline through the collapse
of Lehman Brothers in late 2008, before recovering
in 2009. Bond flows into advanced economies also
dipped temporarily during the crisis, but recovered
more quickly, and have since surpassed recent peaks
(Figures 1.37 and 1.38).
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Equity Flows

EMEA

Asia excluding Latin
Japan
America

Bond Flows

EMEA

Methodology
Variance Ratio
Variance ratio (VR) statistics are computed to
study the extent to which flows tend to be sustained
at current levels, or the degree of persistence. A VR
above 1 indicates that flows tend to be unidirectional.
In addition, the greater the VR, the more likely that
the current trend continues, making future flows more
predictable. A VR below 1 indicates the direction of
flows tends to change.
The VR statistic for q periods VR(q) is calculated as
follows:
k=q

∑Tk = q (∑tk= k – q flowt – qû)2
(T – 1)T
VR(q) = 1 +
ρ(k) = _____________________ ________________ ,
k=1
(T – q + 1)(T – q)q
∑Tt=1 (flowt – qû)2

∑

where ρ(k) is the k-lag autocorrelation coefficient, flowt
is the daily equity flows measured in millions of U.S.
dollars, û is the average flow over the whole sample,
and T is the total number of observations.
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Figure 1.37. Cumulative Bank of New York Mellon iFlowSM
Inflows to Advanced and Emerging and Other Economies
(In billions of U.S. dollars)
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coefficient of 61 percent. More broadly, correlation coefficients
are positive and significant for the majority of countries, and
negative coefficients tend to be insignificant. A smaller share of
the BNY Mellon advanced economy custody holdings represent
cross-border flows; this probably explains why the BNY Mellon
iFlowSM data are not as consistent with the balance of payments
data for advanced economies.
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Daily Dynamic Interaction
A panel vector autoregression (VAR) consisted of
local currency asset return, equity flow and the market
volatility:
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Figure 1.39. Variance Ratios of Equity Flows to
Selected Markets
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where q is the number of lags, which is selected to
be 20 in our estimation. R denotes the domestic
market return in local currency, F represents the
2 is the
market capitalization-weighted equity flow, σRi,t
60-trading-day (approximately one quarter) volatility
of return. To study the dynamic interaction among
these three factors, we focus on the impulse response
function (IRF) under the assumption that volatility
precedes flows, and flows precede returns.53
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Equity flows to emerging and selected advanced
economies tend to exhibit signs of herding behavior
over a short horizon.54 VR statistics over 60 days indicate flows to those markets have systematically been
more persistent than flows to the United States over
the period from 2003 to 2010 (Figure 1.39). In general, while solid economic fundamentals may increase
flows in the long run, herding may lead to temporary increases in flows. Historically, a long period of
persistence has been frequently followed by a reversal
(CGFS, 2009). In fact, between 1987 and 2006, about
one-third of episodes involving large capital inflows
ended with a sudden stop or a currency crisis.55
Thus, the recent increase in VR across a number of
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53The general conclusions are, however, not subject to the
assumption, and also apply under a different ordering, say, with
flows preceding returns and volatility.
54Statistical analysis was conducted only on equity flows,
which tend to be more representative than bond flows of the
balance of payments.
55IMF (2007, pp. 1–29). Similar findings are found during
the period 1980 to 2004 in Schadler (2008).
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Figure 1.40. Impulse Response Functions
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regions—especially in Latin America—raises concerns
about threats to financial stability.
In response to increased foreign inflows, policymakers in a number of countries have introduced a variety
of measures. For instance, authorities in Brazil, Indonesia, and Korea introduced measures to mitigate the
impact of strong capital flows on domestic macroeconomic and financial stability—precisely in countries
where the BNY Mellon iFlowsm data found foreign
equity inflows had become especially persistent. The
measures in these countries might have changed the
overall composition of capital inflows, but they have
not as yet significantly reduced the persistence of
equity inflows.
There are signs of a self-reinforcing cycle between
inflows and risk-adjusted returns (Figure 1.40). The
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panel VAR estimation over the sample period January 2003 to June 2010 shows that flows to emerging
and selected advanced markets increase in response
to higher returns (Figure 1.40, first panel) and lower
volatility of returns (Figure 1.40, second panel),
indicating that flows are chasing higher risk-adjusted
returns. This is not altogether surprising, and is a
common trend observed in broader asset allocation,
especially among retail investors. The model also shows
that a sharp increase in flows is followed by a period
of generally higher returns (Figure 1.40, third panel)
and lower volatility of returns (Figure 1.40, fourth
panel), providing evidence of a self-reinforcing cycle of
portfolio inflows and market returns in emerging and
selected advanced markets. An important caveat in this
analysis is that other variables may be driving portfo-
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Annex 1.4. Asia’s Local Currency Corporate Bond
Market—A New Spare Tire57

Figure 1.42. Local Currency Government and Corporate
Bond Issuance
(In trillions of U.S. dollars)
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lio inflows. However, among those tested, we found
returns and market volatility to be most significant.56
This self-reinforcing cycle between flows and returns
exacerbates market movements on the upside and
on the downside, with important implications for
financial stability. Higher returns and lower volatilities resulting from elevated foreign inflows can lead
to perceptions of higher risk-adjusted returns and an
underpricing of risk. By the same token, if flows to
emerging markets reverse suddenly, a self-reinforcing
cycle of outflows and lower risk-adjusted returns could
follow, potentially resulting in a deep market sell-off.

In 2009, there was a surge in local currency bond
issuance in Asia. Why did this happen at a time when
investors were risk-averse and firms were slashing
their investment programs? The answer seems to be
that Asian bond markets have now become the longawaited “spare tire” for Asian financial systems. Large
corporates were consequently able to turn to this market when domestic banks became reluctant to lend.
Local currency corporate bond issuance surged in
emerging Asia in 2009. Following several quarters of
minimal or even negative net issuance, the stock of
local currency bonds began to increase in the second
quarter (by over 20 percent in emerging Asia excluding China) (Figure 1.41). Issuance rose particularly in
India, Indonesia, and Korea (Figure 1.42). The surge is
puzzling for several reasons. To begin with, emerging
Asian corporates typically do not rely much on bond
issuance for funding: local currency bonds are only
about one-third of bank lending, and during 2002–08
their ratio to GDP barely increased at all. Moreover,
the surge took place in the middle of a recession, when
investment needs were relatively small. Finally, the
56We found no evidence that economic fundamentals affected
equity flows at a monthly frequency. The VIX, a measure of
one-month implied volatility on the S&P that is often used as
a proxy for global volatility, was found to significantly affect
flows. Since our model already included a measure of domestic
market volatility and since the global measure did not enhance
our results, we opted not to include the VIX as an explanatory
variable.
57This annex was prepared by Joshua Felman, Sanjay Kalra,
and Ceyda Oner.
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surge occurred when corporate bond spreads were hovering above 100 basis points on average in the three
large markets (India, Korea, and Singapore), twice the
levels prevailing during 2002−05.
In large part, bond issuance surged because local
corporates were trying to make up for tighter bank
lending conditions. Asian banks had comfortable
levels of liquidity and capital, yet after Lehman’s collapse they followed their Western peers and curtailed
credit to local corporates sharply. This led large corporates to substitute bond financing for bank loans,
even as their overall financing needs were declining.
Not all companies could do this, however, as Asia’s
bond markets are limited to only the largest and bestrated companies. As a result, governments stepped in
to help small and medium-sized enterprises, expanding programs that guarantee bank lending and providing funds directly through state-controlled banks.
Beyond substitution, there was another important
factor influencing corporates’ desire to issue: the
level of interest rates. While corporate bond spreads
remained elevated, the absolute level of bond yields
dropped, with those in India and Korea reaching the
lowest levels in the decade. Bond yields were also low
relative to the cost of borrowing from banks, evident
in the increase in the spread between prime lending
rates and corporate bond yields in India and Korea
(Figure 1.43). Accordingly, some corporates took
advantage of the favorable cost conditions to pre-fund
their expected future funding needs.
Demand for these bond issues was fueled by the
revival of risk appetite among foreign investors. As risk
aversion fell from its post-Lehman levels and bond
yields in advanced countries reached exceptionally low
levels, a renewed search for yield began on the back of
a very easy monetary stance in core mature markets.
With Asian corporates having proved resilient to the
downturn and with Asia beginning to recover ahead
of the advanced countries, investors began reallocating
funds to regional assets.
The experience of 2009 suggests that Asian bond
markets have come a long way since 1997. Programs
such as the Asian Bond Market Initiative adopted by
the ASEAN+3 (the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations plus China, Japan, and Korea) have succeeded
in developing Asia’s local corporate bond markets to the
point where they are now able to be the spare tire that
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was so notable by its absence in the Asia crisis of a decade
ago. Going forward, the region’s corporate bond markets
should go beyond this role, providing a viable and deep
source of funding, both in good times and bad. Moreover, the scope should be expanded beyond a handful of
large, highly rated companies to smaller corporates, which
represent the bulk of the region’s corporate sector.

• Reassess U.S. housing subsidies. Currently, U.S.
housing is heavily subsidized (CBO, 2009), with
benefits skewed toward higher earners with itemized
tax filings, despite having little discernible impact
on the homeownership rate. If housing subsidies are
deemed necessary, their delivery should be through
tax credits for homeownership rather than through
subsidies to mortgage payments.

Annex 1.5. Where Now for Fannie and Freddie?
A Review of the Options58

• Ensure that a mechanism to stabilize housing can
be deployed. The rapid expansion of private-label
mortgage securitization in 2004–07 relied on the
assumption that a nationwide U.S. housing recession would never occur. In the process, lending
conditions were relaxed simultaneously across local
markets, raising their correlations and leading to the
very conditions that undermined the initial assumption.61 By increasing mortgage lending or guarantee
fees when house prices or mortgage lending are
growing rapidly, the successors to the GSEs could
contribute to the Federal Reserve’s new responsibility for macro-prudential oversight.

The recent overhaul of U.S. financial regulation entirely omitted reform of the housing-related
government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs).59 The U.S.
administration has launched a consultation on the
future of those housing GSEs and is committed to
propose legislation in 2011. This annex reviews the
issues and options.
Before the United States embarks on a fundamental
review of its housing finance system whose consequences could last decades, it would be advisable to:
• Fully understand why the GSEs failed. The
dual mandate of the GSEs of private profitability
combined with public policy objectives and weak
regulation promoted risk-taking at the expense of
taxpayers. Given weak governance, conflicting objectives, and susceptibility to lobbying and capture, the
reformed institutions should be tightly proscribed
from expanding their mission. To increase transparency and reflect the U.S. government’s de facto
ownership and control, the existing GSEs should be
brought “on-budget.”60
• Consider the appropriate contracts to finance
home purchases in the long term. Is constructing an
infrastructure to facilitate the provision of 30-year
fixed-rate but freely-callable mortgages necessary
when few other countries offer the product on such a
scale? A more radical approach would be to consider
the feasibility of financing home purchases through
nonleveraged arrangements more conducive to housing price stability (e.g., shared-appreciation mortgages; lease-to-buy schemes).
58This

annex was prepared by Paul Mills.
the U.S. Financial Sector Stability Assessment for a
preliminary discussion (IMF, 2010e).
60As recommended by the CBO (2010).
59See
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Agreed-Upon Elements of Reform
There is near-universal agreement that GSE reform
should address:
• The ambiguity of the GSEs’ status as quoted companies with private shareholders but with publiclymandated housing objectives and implicit guarantees
from the U.S. taxpayer. Most of the gains from
the agencies’ lower cost of borrowing accrued to
private sector shareholders and managers rather
than borrowers, giving the GSEs incentives to
lobby aggressively for the preservation of their
status.62 Any private successor bodies need to
be small enough to be allowed to fail, while any
remaining government mortgage guarantees should
be charged at a market rate. If any subsidy element
remains, it should be scored on budget.

61This

is an example of “Goodhart’s Law” in operation,
whereby action taken on the basis of a statistical regularity acts
to undermine the aforementioned regularity.
62See Passmore (2005). In July 2008, it was estimated that the
GSEs had saved homebuyers a total of $100 billion over their
lifetimes (going back to the 1930s for Fannie Mae), an amount
already exceeded by capital injections since 2008.
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• The winding down of the GSEs’ investment portfolios.
The GSEs borrowed up to $1.7 trillion at low rates
based on the government’s implicit guarantee, to
buy other GSE and private-label mortgage-backed
securities (MBS), and other corporate securities, at
a yield pick-up. Holdings of subprime and Alt-A
MBS were the primary source of the GSEs’ heavy
losses in 2008–09. Although sometimes justified
on the basis of providing a backstop source of MBS
demand in a crisis, any continuing role can be temporary and housed elsewhere on the public sector’s
balance sheet.
• Weak regulation. Despite the Office of Federal
Housing Enterprise Oversight declaring the GSEs
adequately capitalized in July 2008, the U.S.
authorities were forced to place them into conservatorship in September 2008. Future regulation
of any successor bodies needs to be independent
of political lobbying, and the bodies should be
treated as equivalent to private sector mortgage
insurance companies, if necessary coming under
Fed oversight as systemically important financial
holding companies. Political lobbying by any successor bodies in receipt of public funds should be
circumscribed.
There are then a number of different models for
U.S. housing finance. The alternatives include:
• Full privatization. GSEs would be recapitalized and
sold to the public, perhaps in smaller, competing
mortgage insurance entities that would be prevented
from merging. The GSEs’ conservatorships would
be terminated, with Congress legislating to rescind
their federal charters and associated privileges. If
standardization is needed for the MBS market, this
could be given to the GSEs’ regulator, or the Fed,
or a private sector cooperative utility. Such a cooperative could act to pool mortgages underwritten
along standardized “conforming” lines into uniform
MBS structures to maximize market liquidity and
preserve the “to-be-announced” market (Dechario
and others, 2010).
• Public utility. The GSEs’ investment operations
could be allowed to run-off, with a new public
entity that charges market rates to assume the
mortgage guarantee and securitization operations.
There would be no ambiguity over the federal
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backing for the new public entity. This would preserve government support for securitization while
retaining the MBS liquidity benefits that come
from standardization.
• Wind up and do nothing. Following the stabilization
of the housing market, the GSEs could be placed
into run-off. The United States could then rely on
on-balance-sheet bank lending, covered bond issues,
and the return of private-label securitization to provide mortgage finance.
Whichever mix of these operations is chosen, the
future creditworthiness of the U.S. government and
the stability of the financial system depend on ensuring any GSE successor bodies are not used covertly to
subsidize housing costs for political ends by accumulating contingent liabilities to the U.S. taxpayer.
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